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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Present-day schools are o~ten far from conducive to 
educating the gifted. Overcrowded classrooms are taking 
their toll on good teaching by decreasing the opportunities 
to do anything about the problems that arise from individual 
dif~erences. 
This manual was prepared for the first grade teacher 
who has three or .four outstanding children in a room of 
thirty or more_ average and bel:ow-average children. It is 
for the teacher who is concerned and wou1d like to do 
something for those three or four gi~ted children but does 
. . 
not have time to prepare an adequate amount o.f supplementary 
material. 
The writer hopes that the gi~ted students in the 
first grade classroom may be ehallenged by the materials 
that are presented and that their interests will be 
broadened as a result. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement 2£ ~ proe~· Educators have been aware 
of the needs and abilities of our school children ~or many 
years. Despite attempts to bring "the greatest good to the 
greatest number," our schools sometimes fail to meet the 
needs of certain groups. Gifted children constitute one 
such group~l 
A :f'orty-eight state survey conducted by ~ magazine 
showed that more than ninety per cent of the schools in 
America have no provisions for exceptionally fast learners. 2 
The gifted-child progrrums found were often ·experiments 
involving only a single classroom. The survey also showed 
that there are probably fewer than ten public school 
districts in the country where the gifted child is cPallenged 
from ld.ndergarten through high school. 
Justification ~ ~ problem. Education in the 
United States is committed to promoting the general welfare 
and progress of our nation. The gifted children in our 
schools will make outstanding contributions to the nation•s 
progress in future years if lead properly. The scientists 
. . 
of tomorrow are in our schools today. The future leaders 
in labor, government, art, and medicine, who will cause our 
nation to move forward, are likewise in our schools now. 
lMarian Scheifele, The Gifted Child in the Regular 
Classroom, No. 12 Practica~ggestions for~eaching 
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, 195)), p •. vii. 
. ~ . . . ; 
2George B. Leonard, "The Plight of the Gifted Child," 
Look, XXI (November 26, 1957), P• 40. 
2 
Because or this ract, the promotio~ or the general 
welrare requires early identirication o~ children o~ excep-
tional ability. Providing the special training needed ror 
the rull development or their talents and guidanee in 
personal growth are essential i~ He are going to get the best 
diplomacy and brillanee needed to meet the challenge o~ the 
twentieth century.3 
I I . THE STUDY 
Purpose 2£ ~ s t udz. This study proposes to: 
l. Show how a supplementary science program may be 
developed to stimulate the superior ehiJ.d in 
· grade one to explore new areas . 
2. Provide materials which will chailenge the superior 
child and give ~ increasing opportunity ror 
·· independent activity. · 
3. Determine the value o~ this kind or supplementary 
material as a means ror discovering some or the 
potential talents and interests or the superior 
child in grade one. 
Scope ~limitations .2£. ~ study. A manual or 
rorty-one stories and accompanying exercises and activities 
are prepared to challenge and enrich the program for the 
above-average child in grade one. They are prepared to be 
used during the second semester or the school year when the 
· 3scheifele, 2£• cit., p. viii; Paul Witty, Helping 
the Girted Child, B~ter - Living Booklet · (chicago: Science 
~earch Associates, Inc., 1952), p. 48. 
3 
children are ready ~or them. 
The stories are based on six main concepts concerning 
animal li~e. These concepts were determined by their 
frequency o~ occurrence in the ~ollowing ~irst grade science 
texts: 
: 1. Down Your Street, I, II, III; Arthur Baker, 
~ace Maddux, and Helen Warrin; Junior Scientist 
Series. 
2. Exploring Science, One; Walter A. Thurber; 
EXPloring Science Series. 
3. !:£9.! and Learn; Wilbur Beauchamp, Gertrude Cramptol} 
. and-william Gray; CUrriculum Foundation Series. 4. Science Around ~; Gerald Craig and 
Etheleen Daniel; Science Today and Tomorrow 
Series~ 5. Science ~or Work and Play; Herman and Nina 
Schrieider;-aeatn-Elementary Science Series. 
6. Science · Near ~; Gerald Craig and Beatrice Hurley; 
Science-TOday and Tomorrow Series. 
7. Sunshine and Rain; George Frasier,Helen MaeCracken, 
and Loia--~ong; The Scienti~ic Living Series. 
8~ The ~.! Wonder . Why; Thomas Dowling, ~ .!1,.; 
--understanding Science Series. · 
9. We Look and Listen; George Frasier, Helen 
~acken, and Donald Decker; Singer Science 
Series. 
10. The Wonderworld o~ Science, Book One; Warren 
--xnox, et ai.; WOnderworld o~ Science Series. 
Enrichment exercises, activities, and materials ~ollow the 
stories. 
The lessons and exercises have not been tried out on 
any group o~ children, but the writer hopes to do so during 
the coming year. The stories cannot be used with the 
children until the second semester when they have acquired 
an adequate sight vocabulary. 
4 
', III. DEFINITION OF TERMS, 
Since so many factors enter into the explanation of 
girtedness~ it is difficult to formulate a standard 
definition of the ter.m.4 Some educators place the emphasis 
on superior endo'Willent while others emphasize exceptional 
.. ~ - . . 
performance. Some define giftedness in measurable 
intelligence and others use a variety of munan abilities 
as criteria.5 
Gifted. In this report the term~ gifted~ is not used 
to refer to the genius who occurs so seldom in the schools. 
It refers to the mentally alert pupil who proves to be above 
the average when compared w1 th other children of the same 
age. 
Many factors are taken into consideration in making 
this comparison and thus determining the gifted • s 
superiority. These factors include: (1) above-average per-
formance on standardized tests of intelligence and 
achievement; (2) superior physical, social~ and emotional 
4william Bristow, et al.~ 11Identifying Gifted Chilo.. 
dren~ 11 Chapter II 1n The <fi'rted Child~ Paul Witty~ editor, 
The American Association for Gifted · Children (Boston: 
D.c. Heath and Company, 1951), p. 10. 
5 . .. . 
- Ruth Strang, "Psychology of Gifted Children and 
YouthiJ" Chapter ; in PpmoloH 2! Exceltional Children ~ 
Youth, William Cruicksh · •·e tor (Eng ewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.~ 1955), p. 476. 
development; and (3) above-average performance in many areas 
of daily activity. 
The teacher will also consider such characteristics 
as: (l) longer span of attention than the average and dull 
. .. . 
children; (2) greater ability to understand and follow 
. . -· 
directions; (3) outstanding degree of originality, resource-
.. . . 
fUlness, and ~~ility to interpret ab~tract ideas; (4~ - strong 
desire te read; and (5) widespread general abilities. 6 
T.he following terms are also used in this report to 
denote the gifted child: exceptionally fast learner, rapid 
learner, superior child, above-average child, and bright 
child. 
The teacher will be the major instrument in deter-
mining whether a child is gifted. It will be her 
responsibility to intelligently interpret the information 
gained through subjective evaluation and objective 
measurement so that the child will profit from the findings. 
6pa,y Adams and Walker Brown, Teaching the Br~t 
Pupil (New York: Henry Holt and Company, l930J.p. • 
6 
' CHAPTER II 
1 RESEARCH AND RELATED READINGS 
MUch has been written about gi~ted children. Exten-
sive scienti~ic studies have yielded a vast amount o~ 
~ormation co~cerning the M.-ture_ and needs _or this group. 
A review of some o~ the literature concerning the girted 
. - - - .. .. . . . -
will be given before presenting one way in Which they may 
be helped. 
. 
I. IDENTIFICATION OF THE GIFTED CHILD 
Giftedness appears in various ~orms in all cultural 
groups and a~ ~v~ry level of society. Although it is a 
power which has contributed most to progress, it remains 
only a potentiality until it has been discovered and 
developed.1 
No one is sure how many children with high mental 
abilities are in the United ~tates today. It has been 
est~ated that o~ the thirty-three million school children 
in the United States, about one or two per cent have 
. . ~ -· . . - - . 
intelligence quotients o~ 130 or more. 2 
lBristov, ~ !!•, loc. cit. 
"' - .. ~-
2witty, ~· ~., . p. 6. 
We need the abilities of these bright children for 
the contributions that they can make to the progress and 
welfare of our nation in the future yea:rs. They cannot, 
howeyer, be left to "stt.nnble" into their proper places in 
life. They have to be lead and guided in the right 
directions in order that their talents may be put to the 
best use. 
"Our fi;rst step in helping the gifted child is to 
d1scover _ ~n3 Parents, ?f course, have tJ:le first oppor-
tunity to recognize their child•s abilities. They can 
roughly evaluate his intelligence but they cannot be sure 
. . 
how bright their child is because of the lack of opportunity 
to compare him with other children. 
The school has the major responsibility of using 
- . . . . 
certain methods of evaluation in order to discover the 
gifted child. The first grade teacher needs to locate the 
. . . . 
superior children in her class more than any other teacher 
~ .. . ~ 
in the school.4 Attempts Should be made to locate these 
.. . .. - · 
children as soon as they feel at ease with the teacher. The 
3 . 
Ibid., p. 27. 
-
4Jack Birch and Earl McWilliams, Ohalle~iE! Gifted 
ah11dren (Bloomington; Illinois: Public School PU~ishing 
Company, 1955), p. 14. 
8 
earlier a gifted child's abilities are realized, the better 
it will be for him. 
Schools today can accumulate valuable information 
from the home, recreational centers, performances, objective 
test results, and other sources to aid them in discovering 
potential ability. Educators have also devised lists of 
factors to be considered as one judges whether or not a 
child is mentally superior• 
DeHaan and Havighurst suggest that the following 
kinds of talents and abilities be considered in the identi-
fication of gifted children: (1) general intellectual 
ability and its components such as reasoning, verbal skill, 
and mathematical skill; (2) ability in such areas as science, 
social leadership, and human relations; and (3) talent in 
creative arts such as music, creative writing, dramatics, 
and graphic art.5 
Scheifele says that .the following information is 
needed if we are to identify the gifted child: 
1. Personal da.ta 
2~ Physical health 
3~ Intellectual ability 
4~ Social-personal development (needs and skills) 
5~ Emotional maturity · 
6~ Social history (home, community) 
7~ Preschool growth and development 
B. School history 
5Robert DeHaan and Robert Havighurst, Educating 
Gifted Children (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1957) ,· p. 2. 
9 
9. Achievement -in major subject-matter areas and 
special areas 
10~ Interests and hobbies 
11~ Special abilities (talen~s) 
12. Out-of-school activities 
Baker discusses a more recent way of selecting gifted 
childr~n. Ten factors by which the pupils are rated are 
given. Each factor contains a five-point scale from very 
poor to very good. They are: 
1~ General behavior 
2~ Effort · as related to ability 
3~ Group intelligence rating 
4~ Rating of. age for grade 
5. Height ratio for age 
6. Weight ratio for age 
7~ Rating for comprehension in reading 
8~ Rating on recent scholastic marks 
9~ Rating on number of permanently erupted teet~ 
10. Rating for participation in school activities7 
One important guide to the determination of the 
relative abilities of children is the estimate that a teacher 
can make after observing classroom performance.8 Teachers• 
observations cannot be used exclusively, however, because 
they are subjective, unstandardized, and of varying 
reliability. 9 
6scheifele 1 .2£• £_it., P• _ 3· 
7Harry J. Baker, Introduction to Exceptional Children, 
revised edition (New Yor~ COmpany, 19S3), P• 2837 
8Educational Policies Commission, Education of the 
Gifted (Washington: National Education Association O:f the 
United States, 1950), p. 35. 
9neHaan and Havighurst, ~· ~., P• 39. 
10 
The children themselves can provide a source o~ 
·observational data through sociometric or "guess who" types 
or tests.lO Parents' observations are also very important 
ror general background information about children. 
Objective tests provide standardized information 
independent o~ the judgments of teachers or other adults. 
T.here are many objective tests available. Some o~ the kinds 
being used in the various grades are: readiness, general 
intelligence, individual intelligence, achievement, tests of 
ability i~ fine arts, and difrerential aptitude.ll Perhaps 
the di~ficulty o~ using many standardized tests lies in the 
ract that they are relatively expensive to use. 
Neither the objective standardized test nor the 
observations of teachers, parents, and children are com-
pletely satisractory when used alone. They do, however, 
supplement each other very well. 
Regardless of the methods chosen to determine who the 
gi~ted are, the teacher should realize the importance of 
early discovery. The failure to recognize and cultivate the 
· talents or the gi~ted children causes them to waste hours on 
assignments that are too simple to challenge them. In such 
cases, they lose interest and society loses the inventions, 
11~., pp. 47-52. 
ll 
ideas, and the leadership which these children's developed 
talents mi gh t have brought in later lif'e.12 
I I . CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GIFTED CHILD 
There is no general agreement on who the rapid learner 
or gifted child is. For practical considerations the 
characteristics enumerated by various educators can be used 
in order to better understand him. 
Barbe lists physical, mental, and emotional-social 
characteristics of the gif'ted child. They are: 
1. Physical characteristics 
a) He is usually above normal in his physical 
development when compared with unselected 
children of the srume age. 
2. 11ental characteristics 
a) He has a surplus mental age beyond his chrono-
·logical age. 
b) He tends to learn by complex associative 
methods rather than by 3imple rote drill. 
c) He looks for the abstract or · generalized rules 
underlying school subjects. 
d) He shows an early development of self-criticism, 
initiative, independence in thinking, and the 
ability to observe and remember details. 
3. Emotional-social characteristics 
a) He usually 3hows superior personality and 
character traits.~J 
Baker lists these characteristics of' gifted children: 
1. There is a strong tendency for the gifted to 
12witty, ~· ~., p. 28. 
13walter Barbe, "Characteristics of· Gifted Children," 
Educational Administration and Supervision, XLI {April, 1955), 
PP• 208-14. 
= 
12 
excel other groups in weight and height. 
2. As · a group they excel average children in 
practically all personality and social character-
istics• · 
3. T.he intelligence quotient range is usually ~rom 
130 points up. 4. T.he gi~ted make one-third addition~l mental 
progress over the average child.L4 
Baker also brings to one's attention the ~act that the 
number of cases o~ the gifted is determined by the lower 
limits set for the intelligence quotient. 
Schei~ele divides the characteristics o~ a gifted 
child into three main categories. These characteristics 
that have not been mentioned are: 
1. Intellectually the gi~ted child tends to: 
a) Possess superior ability in reasoning. 
b) Learn more rapidly and easily. 
c) Show intellectual curiosity. 
d) Have a wider range of interests. 
e) Show greatest superiority in reading ability~ 
both in speed and comprehension; language 
usage; arithmetical reasoning; science; 
literature; and the arts. · 
f') Do eff'ect'ive vrork independently. 
g) Show less patience with routine procedure and 
drill. 
h) Show as much tmevenness in abilities in the 
subject-matter areas as other children. 
i) Have a. longer interest span. · j) Have an interest in the future; a concern with 
origin~ destiny~ and death though unable to 
accept the realities of death. 
2. Physically the gifted child tends to: 
a) Be somewhat stronger and healthier than the 
average child; be well nourished. 
b) Be relatively free from Hervous disorder. 
c) Be a little more advanced in ossi~ication of 
bones. 
14Baker, .22• .ill•, pp •. 284-86. 
13 
d) Reach maturity at an earlier median age. 
3. Socially and emotionally the gifted child tends to: 
a) Exhibit greater trustworthiness when under the 
temptation to cheat. 
b) Show less inclination to boast or overstate his 
knowledge. 
c) Receive more opportunities as leader up to 150 
intelligence quotient; beyond that point his 
ideas are too advanced for his peers. 
d) Generally have the same type of play interests 
and activities as children his age but fre-
quently may have play preferences that reveal 
a level"of interest two or three years beyond 
his age. 
e) Show a greater preference for complicated games 
requiring thinking. 
f) Create more imaginary playmates in the case of 
the youn.ger gifted child. 
g) Prefer playmates older than himself: children 
of his own mental age.~ 
These characteristics or gifted children which are 
revealed from the findings of educators may serve as 
guideposts for the teacher as she provides the training 
needed for the development and full use of their talents. 
Of course, all gifted children do not possess all of 
these attributes, nor do these characteristics belong 
exclusively to the gifted. Likewise, a child who exhibits 
many of these traits is not necessarily an outstandingly 
bright child. It can be said, however, that as a group, 
gifted children in general have these characteristics.16 
Because of individual differences there is no typical 
15scheifele, 2£• £!1., pp. 6-7. 
14 
gi~ted child.l7 Children vary in areas o~ superiority. and 
within each child there exists an uneven development o~ 
abilities. 
III. NEEDS AND PROBLEMS OF THE GIFTED CHILD 
Gi~ted children have needs like those o~ other chil-
dren and they ~ace the problems that other youngsters ~ace 
grovrlng up. In addition. they are co~ronted with special 
di~f'iculties that the average child never meets. 
The following major areas o~ pupil needs have special 
implications for gifted children: 
1. Acceptance of Their Mental Ability. They need to 
develop a-realistic acceptance of mental ability 
and real-ize that this ability also carries 
standards o~ achievement that are in direct 
·proportion to the ability. 
2. A~ce~ance of Others. They have a problem when 
ma ng judgments about others · where general 
intelligence is highly valued. · 
3. Establishment o~ Lif'e Work Goals. Vocational choice 
is often di~f!c~since gif'ted children usually 
are capable of' succeeding in more than one area. 4. Variety of Experiences. Care should be taken to 
insure-experiences in many areas rather than 
specialization in only one area of interest. 
5. Positive Home .and Family Relationships. The school 
can wor~tn-parents t~ring about cooperative 
action in the guidance o~ the~e children. 
6. Ef~ective Citizenshi~. They need to develop the 
ability to get along with others if8their contributions are to be effective. 
17~. 
18committee on Exceptional Children and the Reporters 
of Exchange Ma~azine. How to Educate the Gif'ted Child (New 
York: Metropol t~ School study Council~ 19$6). pp. 6-7. 
., 
Scheifele lists the following factors as basic sources 
of the problems of gifted children: 
. . 
1. The unfavorable reaction of some adults to their 
superiority. 
2. The frustrating limitations imposed by the 
difference between their advanced intellectual 
level and their less accelerated physical, social~ 
or emotional deve-lopment • · · 
3. The curriculUm that fails to challenge the superior 
abilities or to provide for individual interests. 4. Classmates' resentment of the child's scholastic 
superiority • 
5~ Parental pressures for acceleration. 
6. Continued cultivation of intellectual interests at 
the expense of physical and social development. 
7. Intellectual differences between the child and his 
family whicli deprive him of rich inter-family 
experiences. 
8. Exploitation of the child's gifts by the home, 
school, and community~9 
A knowledge of the characteristics, needs, and 
problems of the gifted child should aid the teacher in know-
ing what considerations should be given to him as she works 
with him in different areas. 
For example, as one uses books with a gifted child, 
a knowledge of his needs and problems would help in 
remembering: 
1. Though unusual in terms of intellectual capacity, 
he is· still a · child whose needs are like other 
children. · He, too, wants books that · just give 
him escape, fun, and adventure. · 
2. He should not be denied the pleasure that comes 
from reading the easy, popular books. 
3. He also needs reading matter that gives him new 
delights in learning about his area of 
19scheifele, ~· £ii., pp. 27-32. 
i6 
. , 
eXpertness. 
4. Stox•ies that involve the biographies o:f great 
creative people in some way may give the gi:fted 
· child insights· into his own development. 
5. Try and .. _be ·available when the bright child wants . 
to discuss and share his reading experiences.20 
Studies show that social and emotional maturity 
21 
are not inherent in high intelligence. Consequently, some 
gi:fted children experience di:f:ficulty in :facing the problems 
which are not ordinarily met by average children. 
Although many pitfalls and problems lie in the path 
o:f a gif't.ed child • :;~ .. · development, these can u~ually be 
avoided With the aid of' understanding adults. The child 
will need this help most be:fore he is· twelve because it is 
in his e~ly li:fe that he takes the hardest knocks. 22 As 
· he grows older, he can use his superior intelligence more 
e:f:fectively in solving problems and gaining control over 
his li:fe. 
20Leland B• Jacobs, "Using Books with Gif'ted Chil-
dren,'' Instructor, Lx:il (November, 1955), pp. 19-20. 
2lschei:fele, ~· - ~it~, p~ 27. 
22Witty, ~· ~., p. 26. 
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IV. THE EDUCATION OF THE GIFTED 
Major Issues in Educating ~he Gifted 
Educational programs that are designed to enable 
gifted students to achieve up to the level of their abilities 
encounter special problems. 
Van Til lists three major issues in the education of 
the gifted. They are: 
1. "Is enrichment an unattainable mirage in today' s 
. educational desert of inadequate support for 
schools?" · · 
Some say yes. They argue that the gifted child 
in a heterogeneous class is in actuality the 
forgotten child. 
Some say no. They reject inferior substitutes 
for skilled teachers who do individualized 
instruction. 
2. "Is it undemocratic to separate students in 
.schools on the basis of intelligence quotient?" 
Some say yes. They argue that separate classes 
breed a ca.ste system and that Americans must 
learn to live and work with people of varied 
abilities. · 
Some say no. ·· They urge that to educate each to 
his highest capacity and to realize the 
existence of individual differences is the 
essence of democracy. 
3. 11Is social maladjustment the price of accelera-
. tion?" 
Some say yes. They argue that it is not a brain 
but a total personality that is accelerated and 
that the risk of social immaturity is high. 
Some say no. They point to Terman's study of 
gifted children in the 1920's and his follow-up 
study in 1947. Terman concluded that his gifted 
children became for the most part mature adults 
who felt a sense of responsibility.23 
23William Van Til, "The Intellect1,1ally Gifted Child: 
A Review of Curr~nt ApprQa,,ehes and I,9sues," Progressive Educat~on, XXIV ~July, ~~~1), pp. 12~-z~. 
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Terman and Oden discuss five of the unresolved issues 
in the education of gifted children: 
1. Democract and the Intelligence Qqotient. It was 
the la e-rro?eSsor Bagley who first brought this 
issue to the f'ore and did much to prejudice the 
minds of' educators against offering special 
opportunities f'or the gifted. 
2. The Educational Lockste~. This refers to the 
oeiier that the ·glfte child should be kept with 
others of' his own age. Evidence from investi-
gation of the problem shows this view to be 
false. · 
3. Earltlidentification. Even ~dth intelligence and 
ac evement tests so easily available there are 
still millions of children who leave school 
without ever having had a standardized test. 4. Educational £ifortunities That Are Feasible. Terman 
and Oden be eve that special classes at their 
best ' are very good but they are rarely at their 
best. Acceleration is desirable regardless to 
other special provisions that may be made. 
Curriculum enrichment is a fine theory but is 
difficult in -practice and can hardly be · expected 
as a panacea. Teachers should, however, be 
instructed in the kinds of enrichment that are 
possible. 5. Needed Guidance and Counseling. The National 
ManPower Counc~found that forty per cent of 
the men and women in the United States whO are 
potentially good college students do not enter 
college or, if they enter, do not graduate. 
Terman and Oden believe that two of the important 
causes of this are: frequent failure to · identify 
the gifted; and when they are identified, there 
is failure to provide the kind of counseling 
service th~t is needed in high schools and 
colleges.2L!-
As educators create designs for education, they have 
to attempt to satiety the needs of all the children and 
24Lewis Terman and Melita Oden, "Major Issues in the 
Education· of Gifted Children, 11 Education Digest, XX 
(December, 1954), PP• 30-31. 
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especially those who are gi~ted. In attempting to employ 
appropriate methods, curricula, and materials to meet the 
abilities of these children, issues such as the ones listed 
here have yet to be resolved. 
Criteria ~ ~ ~ Educational Program 
The question of how best to meet the needs of gifted 
children is a controversial one. The kind of progrrum 
adopted in any school system is determined by such factors 
as the philosophy of the administrators and teachers; the 
facilities and materials that are available; the size and 
distribution of the school population; and the school and 
. . 
community personnel that can be utilized.25 Whether the 
gifted-child program be complex or simple, it should be 
measured by certain criteria. 
De Haan and Havighurst are among the many educators 
who have listed criteria for a good educational program for 
gifted children. Such an educational program: 
1. Aims at the systematic discovery and development 
of a variety of talent. 
2. MOtivates the child to feel that he should make 
something of his potential talents. 
3. Considers the physical and social levels of devel-
opment in addition to intellectual developmen~ 4. Makes wide use of physical and human resources in 
the comm.uni ty. · 
'5 . Encourages f'amilies to stimulate their children. 
25scheifele, ~· £!1., P• 37. 
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6. Brings the ·fgmilY into the progr~ whenever 
possible.2 
Excellent conditions may not prevail in any one 
school, but efforts should be made to provide the best 
program possible by utilizing all available persons and 
resources. 
T)Pes 2£ Educational Programs 
It is just as important that gifted children should 
have a suitable educational progrrun as it is in the case 
of other groups. There are many kinds of adjustments 
which may be lll8,de for gifted children. The following types 
of programs are being tried in some of the schools: 
Enrichment. For the gifted children, enrichment 
implies learning situations that will meet their needs and 
"stretch" their abilities.27 It implies a curriculum that 
is deepened to fit their levels of abilities rather t~ one 
- . ·- . . 
that is geared below their needs and abilities. Enrichment 
gives the gifted c~ld opportunities to go ~eeper in ~s 
experiences than the average child without sacrificing his 
socia1 and emotional. development. Learning is made more 
26ne Haan and Havighurst, £:e.• ill_., pp. 32-36. 
27Ibid.' p. 96. 
-
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meaningful by using such techniques as teacher-pupil 
planning, projects, supplementary assignments, and collat-
eral readings. 
Enrichment appears to be the most suitable type o~ 
. 
program to the greatest number o~ schools, especially the 
smaller ones.28 MOst educators probably agree that the 
enrichment aspect should be exhausted ~irst and other methods 
o~ caring for the gi~ted should be supplementary.29 
Acceleration. Probably the most popular plan, judged 
by the frequency with Which it is used, is known as 
acceleration.30 According to this plan the child is double 
or triple promoted, thereby being placed in a grade where 
his learning experiences will challenge his intellectual 
~bility. 
Some writers regard "skipping" and acceleration as 
synonymous terms. Others regard them differently. They say 
that "skipping" implies that a child skips over the work o~ 
28w.F. Anderson and L.R. Davis, 11Guidi!)g . the Gifted," 
School Executive, LXXVI (February, 1957), P• 83. 
29Guy Wagner, "What Schools Are Doing in Challenging 
the Rapid Learner," Education, LXXVIII (September, 1957), 
p. 59 • . 
30An.derson and Davis, ~· ill• 
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one grade and is moved into another without having completed 
certain work. Acceleration ~plies the moving or a child 
~rom one level or instruction to another but only arter he 
has mastered the work or the level rrom which he is moving.3l 
The most serious objections to acceleration are the 
physical and social maladjustments that may result from a 
child's placement with those who are older chronologically.32 
It is also thought that the loss of rundamental skills 
through ''skipping" is a handicap. 
It is true that in some instances a_.cceleration has 
had ill errects upon girted children. Most educators 
believe, however, that the majority or gifted youngsters 
v-Till not be harmed by moving over a grade or two if they 
§re emotionally stable, ~d if the acceleration takes place 
early in the school yeara.33 
Special classes. Provision for gifted children 
through special classes ranges from full-t~e classes to a 
part-time progrrum. The children stay in the full-time 
classes the entire school day and receive an enriched 
31Louise Krueger, et al., "Administrative Problems in' 
Educating Gifted Children;" ~apter XIII in ~ Gifted Child, 
Paul Witty, editor, T.he American Association ror Gifted 
Children (Boston: D.c. Heath and Company, 1951), p. 259. 
- . . . 
32~., p. 261. 33witty, ~· £!!., p. 39. 
program ~eaturing a variety of activities, projects, and 
research. In the part-t~e progrrum selected children spend 
a portion of each day with their own grade group and the 
remainder o~ the day in a special class receiving opportund-
ties in an enriched program.34 
Special classes for gifted children are being 
conducted throughout the country. Such places as University 
City, Missouri; Menlo Park, California; Cleveland, Ohio; 
Vallejo, California; and Los Angeles, California are only a 
few of the cities experimenting with the special-class 
program tor gifted students.35 
Special classes often result in increased motivation 
of the gifted child since he associates with and observes 
the accomplishments of his classmates.36 
Sufficient data are not available to warrant an 
absolute endorsement of special classes since they are of 
fairly recent origin and experimental reports are not 
conclusive.37 
34scheifele, 2£• ~., P• 38 • 
.35Jrumes M. Dunlap, "Gifted Children in an Enriched 
Program," Exceptional Children,· XXI (January, 1955), pp. 135-
37; "Only Twelve--and a Teacher," Honolulu ~ Bulletin -
Parade, Noyember · lo, · 1957,·pp~ 20~21; Leonard, ~· £ii., 
pp. 40-47; 'Witty, ~· £ii., P• 44• . 
36Anders?n and D~vis, _ ~· cit.~ p. 83. 
37Krueger, ~ &•, ££• .£!i•, p. 262. 
Special workshops. In some schools spec~al workshops 
are used to advantage by gif'ted childr_en. Under some of' 
these programs, gif'ted students are allowed to complete 
their assignments quickly and then participate in workshop 
groups where they receive special instruction in such 
subjects as literature, science, creative writing, drrumatics, 
and school service.38 
In the Colf'ax School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, there 
are three workshop rooms made up of' children who have a 
Binet test intelligence quotient of 135 or higher.39 They 
cover grades one through six and are called the Junior, 
Intermediate, and Senior workshops. 
The workshop idea has been successf'ul in some cities. 
Like special classes, there is not enough evidence to prove 
their value conclusively. 
Special schools. Entire schools such as the Hunt er 
College School and the specialized high schools in New York 
City have been developed to care for the gif'ted. Special 
programs allow the superior child to progress at his own 
rate, help him to develop his interests early, a.nd encourage 
38witty, ££· £!i., p. 42. 
39samuel w. Bloom (coordinator), "Science Provisions 
f'or the Rapid Learner: Sy:mposium," Science Teacher, XX 
(November, 1953), p. 295. 
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creativeness. These schools challenge the gifted child 
because they bring him in contact with other gifted children 
who can orfer h±m wholesome competition and stimulating 
comradeship. 40 
Sufficient data have not been gathered to prove that 
special schools are the panacea for our progr~ for gifted 
children. Questions are raised: Do special schools produce 
students who are conceited? Does the gifted child become 
socially maladjusted or inadequate as a result of failure to 
mingle with children of all levels of ability? Thus, the 
idea of segregation in special schools presents special 
problems for further experimentation and study. 
V. A SCIENCE PROGRAM FOR THE GIFTED CHILD 
If boys and girls are to make an effective contri-
bution to the advancement of democracy, they must be helped 
to develop desirable behavior patterns. vJhen science is 
properly taught in the elementary school, children learn to 
examine an issue in detail, listen to others' suggestions, 
r ecognize the importance of considering all sides of a 
question, and f'ollo'lrT through with desirable action.U 
40witty, ~· £!i., p. 44. 
41Gerald s. Craig and Beatrice Hurley, Learning 
Science with -Children, Booklet (Boston: Ginn and Company, 
n.d.), p. 20. 
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A science progrrum for rapid learners must begin long 
before the secondary school.42 The gifted cannot be com-
mitted to science careers in the elementary school, but the 
kinds of e.x;periences can be provided which will enhance 
their interest and stimulate an understanding of the meaning 
and imPortance of science. 
Blough and Huggett say that a good elementary science 
program should: 
1. Help boys and girls know some generalizations or 
science principles which they -can use~ solving 
problems in their environment. 
2. Help pupils to grow in ability to solve problems 
effectively. _ 
3. Help develop in children an open mind and the 
element of curiosity. 
4. Create in children an interest in and an 
appreciation for the world in which they live.43 
Science also gives the gifted opportunities to do research 
and share their findings, to investigate and experiment, to 
work in groups and exchange ideas, and to find answers to 
their own questions.44 They also receive more opportunities 
to do collateral readings, make observations, engage in 
construction work, be creative, and try new ideas. 
42A. Harry Passow, ''Developing a Science Program for -
Rapid Learners," Science Education, XLV (March, 19.57), p.lo6. 
43Glenn o. Blough and Albert Huggett, Methods and 
Activities -in Elementary School Science (Nel.r York: The Dryden 
Press, Inc.;-1951), pp. 13-22. 
. . . 
44Bloom, op~ cit., p. 297 • 
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In view o~ the characteristics o~ gi~ted children and 
science~ such a program could prove to be a very use~ul 
means o~ broadening their interests and challenging their 
abilities. 
VI. THE TEACHER OF THE GIFTED 
Next to the parent, the teacher exerts the most impor-
tant personal ~luence on the development o~ gi~ted 
children. She is the only one who has the ~ull opportunity 
to discover the gi~ted and decide whether a pupil is working 
up to his ability.45 1v.hat kind o~ person should this teacher 
o~ the gi~ted be? 
Bloom reports that the desirable traits for a teacher 
o~ rapid learners are desirabl~ for all teachers. These 
traits are perhaps desirable to a greater degree in the 
teacher o~ the rapid learners. Such a teacher should: 
1~ Be a well adjusted individual. 
2. Have a good disposition and express consistent 
behavior. 
3. Have a constructive and f:tt1·endl7 attitude towards 
others. 
4. Have a genuine respect for the integrity o~ the 
person. 5. Have an understanding o~ modern educational 
psychology and o~ human growth and development. 
6. Be able to discover and encourage creative 
ab i lities . 
45Norma E. Cutts and Nicholas M§sel~y, Teachipg ~ 
Bright and -Gifted · (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1957), p. 10~ 
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7~ Be intellectually f'lexible. 
8. Be unusua1~5 prof'icient in teaching a particular 
subject. 
Anderson and Davis state that the teacher of' the 
gif'ted should: 
1~ Be intellectually superior. 
2. Not be hampered by too many clerical , and adminis-
trative duties. 
'3~ Be patient. 
4. Get the encour~gement of' her superior and 
colleagues.LH 
Iris Kerr received checklists f'rom 1,069 gif'ted 
children and twenty-one educators concerning the ten most 
desirable traits f'or teachers of' the gif'ted. The children 
listed the f'ollowing traits: 
1~ Fair to every pupil 
2~ Patience 
3. Likes children and likes teaching 4. Kind, thoughtf'ul, and considerate 
5. Sense of' humor 
6~ Ability to explain things 
7~ Friendly 
8~ Pl~asing personality 
9. Genuinely interested in pupils and in their 
personal problems 
10. Willing to try new things48 
The teacher traits deemed most desirable by the 
46samuel w. Bloom (coordinator)., "Science Provisions 
f'or the Rapid Learner: Symposium," Science Teacher, XX 
(September, 1953), p. 163. 
47Anderson and Davis, 2.1?.• ill_., p. 83. 
48Iris Kerr, "The Gif'ted Child and His Teacher," 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University School of' 
Education; Boston, 1955), p. 101. 
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twenty-one educators are: 
l~ Willing to try new things 
l• Understands child growth and development 
2. Is genuinely interested in pupils and their 
personal problems 
2~ Likes children and likes teaching 
3~ Pleasing personality 
4~ Sense of humor 
5• Outstanding teaching ability 
5~ Can be inspired and can inspire others 
6• Enthusiastic 
7; Ability to get along with others 
8. Well trained (up-to-date methods and ideas) 
9~ High intelligence quotient 
10• Open-minded 
10. Inspires cooperation49 
(S~e numbers indicate that some qualities had equal value.) 
Scheifele offers the following suggestions as guide-
posts for the teacher of the gifted: 
. . 
1. "Know thyself." Know your strengths and needs. 
"'15'0"not resent the · gifted child if his mind is 
keener than yours. 
2. Know the child. Know his needs• feelings, 
--attitUdes, and the significance of his problems. 
3. Guide the child. Help him to see his responsi-
bili~to society and appreciate the value of 
contributions made -by those who have different 
abilities from his. 
4. Provide an environment that offers opportunities 
for !n!erests ·and abilities to be challenged 
and developed. 
5. Allow him to work independently in the areas of 
his apecial-rDrerests. 
6~ Inte~rate ~ individual projects with group 
ac ivlties. 
7. Promote his interest and participation in ~ysical 
activi~s and E1!Z~ough experiences th 
children of-n!s own physical maturity as ·well 
as with those of similar mental maturity. 
30 
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8. Provide for social development through balanced 
as so cia tiona with children of his own · 
chronological age and his own mental age. 
9. Avoid demands for identical · standards of achieve-
ment in all subject areas~ knowing that the 
gifted child is not always superior or 
interested in all of them. 
10. Ad(pt drill work to the .child 1 s i~dividua.l needs 
duc~ng ~amount but not eliminating it). 
11. 
12. 
Provide ~tlortunities for development of 
leaders p ability, rem~bering that~e ability 
to follow is also important. -
Recbjnize special creative talents, and give the 
c ld the respensihiiity of making the most of 
them~ 
Use wise methods of discipline. Remember that 
~a-girted cnil~is usually reasonable and 
cooperative if adults are honest~ kind;
5
and 
intelligent in their dealings with him. 0 
11
'The teacher holds the fate of the gifted child in her 
hands.n51 She must utilize all the resources at her command 
to enrich his experiences and help him to develop completely. 
If she fulfils her responsibility to the gifted she will 
have contributed richly to the progress of man and the 
country. 
VII. SUMMARY 
Educators are awakening to the fact that gifted 
children have been neglected in the schools too often. 
Many of the scientific studies compiled by educators refer 
to the lack of education of the gifted in ter.ms of wasted 
resources and short-changing our valuable commodities. 
50scheifele ~ .£1?..• cit.~ pp·. 80-81. 51 Ibid 82 _., p. • 
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There are many terms used in identi£ying the gi£ted. 
Some o£ these terms are bright, superior, and rapid learner. 
Educators have given the teacher several factors which 
should be considered in determining whether or not a child 
is girted • . _ 
Investigations show that as a group, gifted children 
in general. tend to hav~ certain characteristics by Which 
they may be identified. Research also shows that plans 
should be made to identify the gifted child early in order 
that a long-ter.m program of education may be planned. 
~e best type of program £or the gifted is a subject 
of much discussion. Many of the recent articles suggest 
enrichment and acceleration as the most practical types. 
Science can be an exciting £ield for the gifted. 
The use of the scientific method to get information can 
produce open-mindedness and the kind o£ behavior Which will 
preserve the democratic way of li£e.52 
Gi£ted children need guidance in discovering what is 
best £or them. Because of this £act, the teacher of these 
- - . . 
children must have a complete understanding of their needs 
~ ~ 
a~A problems in order to help them to learn to want to 
"" . -·· ~ . - ~
direct their abilities toward solving the important problems 
52eraig and Hurley, .2£• £ll•, p. 22. 
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of living together. 
. I 
The facts enumerated in this chapter show tha.t e:f'f'orts 
are being made to meet the educational needs of the gifted 
in many ways. It is hoped that the future will bring a. 
widespread drive to offer the gifted opportunities in the 
. . 
~me, school, and the community. Such opportunities will 
result in the conservation of our "nation's greatest 
resource--gifted and talented ch1ldren.rr.53 
-.53Pa.Ul Witty, "The Education of Gifted Children and 
Youth--Summary and Reconnnenda.tions," Chapter XIV in The 
Gifted Child, Paul Witty, · editor, The American Association 
for Gifted Children (Boston: D.C. Heath and Company, 19.51), 
p. 276. 
- - - -- ~-~-
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
An examination was made of ten first grade science 
textbooks to determine the topics which appeared in these 
. . 
books. ~en the topics were listed with the corresponding 
number of texts in which they appeared to determine their 
frequency of occurrence. 
Table I on the following page shows the topics listed 
in the order of their frequency and the science series in 
which they appear. 
T.he topics which appeared in all ten texts were 
Plants and Animals. Because of their frequency of coverage~ 
one of these topics, Animals~ was chosen for this study. 
The ten textbooks were fUrther examined to determine 
which concepts concerning animals were discussed. ~e 
concepts listed in the science texts~ ~ ~ Learn and 
All Around Us, were representative of the concepts 
- - . 
appearing in the other texts.l Therefore, these two books 
were used as bases for the concepts formulated in this 
lWilbur Beauchamp, Gertrude Crampton, and William 
s. Gray; All Around Us (Chicago: Scott~ Foresman and 
Company, $6), p. 7"5'f Wilbur Beauchamp, Gertrude Crampton~ 
and William s. Gray, Look and Learn (Chicago : Scott, 
Foresman and Company,~or;-pp. 7~-71. 
Topics 
Animals X X 
Plants X X 
Weather, Seasons X X 
Machines X X 
Water X 
X 
Universe 
Land 
Keeping FS,t 
Sounds 
Exploring 
Magnets X 
Heat and Cold 
Colors X 
Electricity 
-
Food 
Rocks 
Fire 
Balance and Frictior 
We Are Growing X 
Transportation 
Col!lll'unication 
Soil 
Af'rimer 
TABLE I 
FRE~UENCY OF TOPICS APPEARING 
IN SCll'NCE SERH:S 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Science Series 
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I (.) 
El': 
Q)Qj 
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r.lO 
U) 
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+':>. 
"'"' was :;.: .... 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X . 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(.) 
..... 
..... 
..... 
+'tiD 
10:1:: 
Qj..-i 
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Ul...:l 
1l 
E-1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
report. 
The writer used the Curriculum Foundation and the 
Alice and Jerry basal reading books in teaching the first 
grade!_ An examination of the vocabulary in the prepr~er, 
pr~er, and first unit of the first reader editions of 
these texts was made so that the stories would not be too 
difficult for the children. The cumulative vocabulary for 
each of these series may be found in Appendix A. 
The forty-one stories were divided into six sections 
according to the concepts listed in Chapter IV. Vocabulary 
lists of words outside of the basal texts were made to 
precede each story where new words were used. The complete 
. -
new vocabulary list may also be found in Appendix A. 
Lists of children's books and their page numbers 
were made for each section. These books contain vivid 
' pictures and illustrations of the concepts explained in the 
stories. Enrichment exercises and activities which follow 
each section were made to assist the child in mastering the 
stories and to challenge his abilities. Annotated lists of 
. . 
supplementary children's books were compiled at the end of 
each section for the child's reading pleasure. Lists of 
films and filmstrips available for the topics were also 
included in each section. 
Detailed directions for various artistic experiences 
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with animals were included in the last section of the. 
manual. General suggestions for the care of living things 
in the classroom were also included in this section. 
CHAPTER IV 
ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUAL 
The rollowing manual was prepared to help the teacher 
to adequately provide science materials in one area £or the 
girted child in grade one. 
The manual is divided into seven 3ections. The rirst 
six sections are related to the rollowing main concepts 
concerning animal li£e: 
I. There are marcy- kinds o£ animals. 
A~ They may dirfer in coloring and marking. 
B~ They may difrer in body covering. 
c. They may di£rer in shape and size or the·body. 
II. Animals rollow a derinite pattern or growth. 
A; Some animals are hatched. 
B~ Some animals are born. 
c. Some animal babies are like their ·parents. 
1. They may differ in size, color, and minor 
· structural details. 
2. They resemble their parents in gross 
structure. 
3. The resemblance in appearance, si~e, and 
ability to do things increases as the 
animals grow. 
D. SOme animal babies are not like their parents. 
1. The resemblance in appearance and size 
increases as the animals grow older. 
III. Baby animals -receive varying degrees or care and 
·protection. -
A. Some animals need care. 
1. They are taught by their parents how to 
get along. -
B. Some animals do not need care. 
1. From the beginning they get their own food 
and care ror themselves. 
IV. Animals live in various environments. 
A;. Some animals live on land. 
B. Some animals live in the water. 
C~ Some animals live under the ground. 
D. Some animals live on land and in the water. 
v. Animals engage in activities to stay alive. 
A. Animals can move around. · 
l~ Some animals can walk, hop, or run. 
2~ Some animals can crawl. 
3~ Some animals can a~. 4. Some animals can fly. 5. Some animals can use two or more methods 
of locomotion. 
B. Some animals rind or build their homes. 
l~ Some animals make nests. 
2~ Some animals make colony ho~s. 
3. Some animals use shelters that they find · 
available. 
4. Some animals find materials in the envi-
ronment for their homes. 
c. Animals must have food to live and grow. 
l~ Animals can find food in the environment. 
2. Some animals eat more than one type of 
food. 
D. Man provides shelter and cares for 
domesticated animals. 
VI. Man uses animals for various purposes. 
A~ Some animals are good companions. 
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B~ Some animals provide man with food or clothing. 
c. Some animals assist man in his work. 
D. Some animals are confined in order to provide 
opportunities for man to observe and enjoy 
them. 
Each of the first six sections includes: 
1. A vocabulary list preceding each story where new 
words are used. 
2. Stories covering the content of the concepts. 
3. A list of books and the corresponding page numbers 
where vivid pictures and illustrations of the 
stories may be found. 4. Exercises and activities to aid the child in 
mastering the stories and to challenge his 
abilities. 5. An annotated list of supplementary books concerning 
the concept being studied. 
6. A list of films and filmstrips concerning the 
concept being studied. 
T.he vocabulary for the stories was checked against 
the preprimer, primer, and first unit of the first reader 
editions o~ the Alice and Jerr7 and Curriculum Foundation 
basal reading series. The combined vocabulary for said 
editions of each of these series will be found in Appendix A. 
A list of words outside o~ these texts which have to 
be taught precedes the stories in which they are included. 
It is expected that the teacher will teach the variants ~or 
these words also. A combined list of this new vocabulary 
can also be ~ound in Appendix A. 
A list of books with page re~erences ~or illustrating 
pictures is included in the Picture Bibliography for each 
section. The books are listed under the A, B, c, and D 
categories when the concept has divisions which require it.-
Some of the page numbers have a phrase description ~ollowing 
them when there is need to mention a specific ~act. 
Each exercise and activit y follov'ling the sections 
need not be experienced by every gifted child. There might 
be children in the superior group engaging in the activities 
individually or the children might be working in pairs and 
- -
groups. T.he exercises and activities should be regarded 
as suggestions of experiences which the teacher may use at 
her discretion. 
An annotated list o~ supplementary books for the 
children is included in each section. T.he books are not 
listed under the A, B, and C categories because each book 
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will fit several of the parts of the concept. Because the 
list is of such a variety, it is hoped that most school 
libraries will contain many of them. 1ihere available, the 
price of the book is given. 
The audio-visual aids department of most school 
systems have fi~s and filmstrips available for classroom 
use. The following abbreviations are used to denote the 
film and filmstrip distributors in the listings for each 
section: 
ALI~ Almanac Films 
ATLANTIS Atlantis Productions 
BARR Arthur Barr Productions 
BF Bailey Films, Incorporated 
C-W Ghurchill-Wexler Film Productions 
COR Coronet Films 
CurrF Curriculum Films, Incorporated 
EBF Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Incorporated 
FRITH Frith Films 
HEIDENKAMP Heidenkamp Nature Pictures 
HOLST Kenneth L. Holst 
IF Instructional Films, Incorporated 
JH T.he Jam Handy Organization 
MCGH McGraw-Hill Book Company; Text-Film 
Department 
NY ZOOL New York Zoological Society 
PICT Pictorial Films, Incorporated 
RAM Rampart Pro due tions 
SVE Society ~or Visual Education, Incorporated 
TOM Tompkins Films 
UW-CASTLE Castle Film Department, Uhited F1~, 
Incorporated 
YAF Young Ame~ica Films, Incorporated 
Appendix B contains the addresses o~ these distributors. 
The seventh section includes detailed directions 
~or artistic experiences with animals which the gi~ted child 
may enjoy. This section also contains general_suggestions 
~or the care o~ living things in the classroom. 
CHAPTER V 
THE MANUA.L 
The purpose of this manual is to supply the first 
grade teacher, in the midst of her crowded schedule, with 
some supplementary materials concerning animal life for 
the gifted children under her guidance. T.he writer hopes 
that the manual will offer interesting stories, exercises, 
activities, books, and audio-visual aids which will 
challenge these children and broaden their interests. 
~~======================~==~ ~ 
SECTION I 
THERE ARE MANY KINDS OF ANIMALS 
elephants 
spiders 
hair 
feathers 
legs 
wings 
NEW VOCABULARY 
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ANII-1ALS 
There are many animals. Some animals are big. 
Elephants are big animals. 
hair. 
Some animals are little. Spiders are little animals. 
There are animals with hair. Dogs and cats have 
Some animals have ~eathers. Birds and ducks have 
~eathers. 
Some animals have two legs. Some animals have ~our 
legs. There are animals with six legs. Some animals 
have many legs • 
Some animals have wings and legs. 
other 
bones 
earthworms 
wild 
tigers 
f'eet 
NEW VOCABULARY 
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OTHER ANIMALS 
There are other animals. Some animals do not have 
bones. Earthworms do not have bones. 
Some animals have bones. Dogs and birds have bones. 
Some animals are wild. Some tigers are wild. 
Some animals are not wild. Some cats and horses are not 
wild. 
There are animals that have feet. Dogs and rabbits 
have feet. Some animals do not have feet. Fish and 
earthworms do not have feet. 
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PICTURE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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All Around ·ua. Scott, Foresman and Company, 1956. 
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·How Do We Know? Scott, Foresman and Company, 1956. 
pP. 3-w.---
• LOok and Learn. 
pP. 3-9:-- Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 1950. 
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Ginn and Company, 195.5. Pp. 146-47, 149, 52, 154-55. 
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Company, 1955. Pp. 16-23. 
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EXERCISE 56 
Make an animal that has hair. Make an animal that has f'eathers. 
Make an animal that has wings. Make an animal that has f'eet. 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Have the children start a picture rile which will include 
pictures or all kinds ' or animals. . Encourage them to 
look ~ old magazines, newspapers, advertising 
pamphlets, and other available resources. Encourage 
them to · classiry them into such categories as: Big 
Animals, Little Animals, and Animals With Wings. 
2. Plan a visit to a zoo, museum, ·or pet shop. Bring out 
dirrerences in animals there. 
3. Plan a trip to a rish market t o see the variety or sea 
animals. 
4. Encourage pupils to tell about experiences with animals 
in their gardens, at home, in rields, woods, near 
ponds, and the l i ke. 
5. Make pla sticine mo dels or different kinds of animals. 
6. Develop charts such as: 
KINDS OF ANIMALS 
Big 
cow 
horse 
elephant 
Little 
bird 
spider 
frog 
Let the children do the writing and illustrations for 
. the chart. 
1. Encourage the children to find pictures of wi ld animals 
and put them on t he bulletin board. The teacher can 
also supply pictures of wild animals. Help the 
children learn the names of the animals. 
8. Direct the children in making a mural or the many kinds 
of animals. MUrals may be placed on bUlletin boards, 
flannel boards, in the·halls, and other attractive 
places in the building. 
9. Use a magnifying glass to observe certain insects that 
the children catch. 
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SUPPLENENTARY BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Adelson; · Leone~ All Ready for Summer. David MCKay Company, 
Inc., 1955. 12."75. -
A coverage . of bow spring comes to the animal world. 
. . 
Allen, Gertrude. Everydaz Birds. HOughton Mifflin Company, 
1943. 
Drawings of common birds with simple text. 
Aulaire_, Ingri d' 
Doubleday and 
Animals of 
they make are 
and Edgar Parin d '• Animals Everywhere. 
company, Inc., 1954. $2.oo 
all kinds, their habits and the noises 
simply and entert ainingly presented. 
. . 
Bacon, Peggy. The Lion-Hearted Kitten. The l~cmillan 
Company, 19~ ~5o. . 
The story of clever little animals with ·friendly 
descriptions of the jungle. Illustrations. 
Bannon; Laura. Baby !!£2.• Houghton Miff'lin Company, 1947. $1.50. 
The story of a kangaroo who came to this country 
with a sailor and made friends with all the f'ar.m 
animals. Illustrations by author. 
Bemelmans; Ludwig. Parsley. Harper and Brothers, 1955. $3.50. 
The story or an old deer told in blank verse and 
pictured in full color; develops 1n a quiet mood with 
little !'lower drawings in color. T.he .quiet is invaded 
by the hunter with gun and binoculars. 
. . 
Berkowitz, Ethel s.· The~£! 1!• William R. Scott, 
Inc., 1950. $l.oo;- . 
A giraffe is tall; so is a building. Book helps 
child to understand that sizes are relative. 
Carroll_, Ruth and Latrobe. · D~o~, · ~ Only Dog. O.xf'ord 
University Press, 195.5. • 5. 
The story is of' an island inhabited with several 
kinds of animals_, many cats but only one dog. The dog 
acquired so many eat ways that he had much to learn 
when other dogs were brought to the island. 
• Scuffles. Oxford University Press, 1943. $1.50. 
----Scuffles, a puppy, was sent to a school run by dogs 
for dogs. Many breeds of dogs are included. 
- . 
Clark, Mary Lou• The True Book of Dinosaurs. Children's 
Press, Inc., 19'». ~.oo. -
An accurate story of dinosaurs and the world of their 
time simply told in easy words. Excellent illustrations 
help in understanding the size and form of these 
creatures. 
Doane, Pelagie (editor)~ Littlest~· Oxford University 
Press, 1956. $1.75. 
Poems by favorite authors of nature's littlest ones: 
tiny birds, bees, snails, etc. Full-page pictures. 
Fenton, Carroll Lane~ · \vefulack and His Neighbors. John 
Day Company, Inc. , 19 • $2.7,-;--
Common wild creatures in fields and prairies. 
--~,..· Wild Folk in the Woods. John Day Company, Inc., 
l952. $2. 7-r;-;- - -
Wild- creatures in the woodlands. 
Gall, Alice (Crew). All the Year Round. Oxford University 
Press, 1944. $2.00":"-- · 
Eight stories of small creatures; two for each 
season: raccoon, ground hog, turtle, do'Wlly woodpecker, 
and other familiar well-loved animals. 
Hogan, Inez~ EOala Bear Twins. E.P. Dutton and Company, 
Inc., 1955. $1.~ 
Children are introduced to a bit of Australian bird 
and animal life in this story about koala bear twins. 
. . 
Ilissin1 Rita. Desert Animals. David McKay Company, Inc., 1947· 
An attractive book giving inrormation about kinds 
of desert animals and their habitats. 
Lenski,~Lois. · Animals for Me. Oxford University Press, 
19~. $1.50. --- --
The youngest reader- meets all kinds of animals such 
as the cat, mouse, dog·, cow, calf, horse, chicken, 
rooster, goat, sheep, and squirrel. 
Longstreth, Joseph.· Penguins Are Pequins. Abel~rl-Schuman, 
Inc., 1955. $2.50. ---
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Picture story o~ an individual.t:stic young penguin 
who tries to be a polar bear and meets a walrus. 
Pistorius, Anna. What ·Dlg Is It? Wilcox and Follett 
Publishing Company, 9:51." ,1 • .50. 
Colored plates and a question game help identi~y 
many cormnon dogs. 
Rojankovsky, Feodor. The Great ~Ig Wild Animal ~. 
Simon and Schuster;-Inc., 19 • -vr;5o. 
Huge pictures o~ 1dld animals. 
Skaar, Grace. Nothing But Cats, Cats, Cats. William R. 
Scott, Inc., 1947. ------- ---- ----
Picture book with brie~ text designed to show that 
there are many kinds o~ cats. 
Webb, Cli~~ord. Animals ~rom Everywhere. Frederick Warne 
and Company, Inc., l9~ $2.50. 
Simple, amusing text describes twenty-nine animals 
including birds and. fish. Many illustrations that sho1-1 
the animals in their native habitats. 
. . 
Weil1 Ann. Anirnal:·Fa.milies. Children's Press, Inc., 1956. 
'!P2 • .50. 
A vocabulary building book introducing the child to 
animal ~amilies and their chie~ characteristics. 
Zim, Herbert s. · Owls. William l~rrow and Company, 19.50. 
$2.00. ----
An introduction to all the remarkable and ~ascinating 
characteristics o~ the owl. ~fumerous illustrations. 
-------· Rabbits. William Morrow and Company, 1948. $2.00. 
A simple story of rabbits and their habits. 
• Snakes. William MOrrow and Company, 1949. $2.00. 
------~Clear text and -vivid illustrations help give a true 
picture o~ snakes. 
• What's Inside of Animals? \Villia.m lbrrow and 
--.,.,c~omp .. any, 1953. $1. 75'7 
A simple account vii th numerous diagrams o~ the · 
physical structure o~ a · clam, starfish, earthworm, 
grasshopper, ~ish, ~rog, and dog. Text printed in two 
sizes o~ type. 
-=---~ 
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FILMS 
Birds ,!!! ~ Baclgard. BARR; 1 reel; color. 
Suggests ways o~ encouraging birds to come to the 
yard; includes observations made o~ the house ~inch, 
towhee; mocking bird, Ohinese spotted dove, band-tailed 
pigeon, and several kinds o~ sparrows. 
Coco's Garden Series. RAM; 3 ~ilms- 11 min. each; sound; 
color. 
A gardener teaches a boy in the primary grades about 
the various animals ~ound in gardens: 
Coco's Garden Adventure. Snails, earth~rorms, and 
bumblebees. · 
.9.2£2. Takes His l1agni~:yin.g Glass ~ ~ Garden. He 
captures a horse~ly, ant, garden toad, and spider and 
looks at them. · 
Coco's Garden Lesson. He watches a daddy longlegs, 
sorroug, and grasshopper. 
Common Animals o~ the Woods. EBF; 1 reel; black and white. 
Pictures where some animals live; gives the habits 
and characteristics o~ thesquirrel, raccoon, mink, 
porcup~ne, beaver, opossum, skunk, and woodchuck. 
Insect Zoo. EBF; 11 min.; sound; color. 
Ted and Susan's zoo includes katydids, crickets, 
beetles, ants, and the praying mantis. 
Our Animal Neighbors. 
-white. 
COR; 1 reel; color and black and 
Acquaints the child with the appearance and habits 
o~ many small animals making their homes near people. 
Three Little Bruins in the Woods. UW-CASTLE; 1 reel; black 
and white. --
Pictures animals living in the same habitat including 
the bear, ~ox, tortoise, woodchuck, skunk, raccoon, 
deer, otter, muskrat, and owl. 
Wonders in the Desert. 
white;"-
C-W; 1 reel; color and black and 
A young jack rabbit, · a v.rild burro, several kinds 
lizards, a pocket mouse, and a desert tortoise are 
shown in desert habitats. 
0~ 
Wonders in Your Own Backyard. C-W; 1 reel; color and black 
and Whi re:- -
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Kinds of animals living in a baceyard · and their -
habits · are illustrated by a vJorm, spider, millipede, 
sowbug, and snail. 
FILMSTRIPS 
Animal Friends Series. EBF; 8 filmstrips; color and black 
and \vhite. 
Pride, the Saddle Horse 
Black Bear TWins 
Three trt"tle Kittens 
~ Squirrel 
BITiy and Nanny (Twin Goats) ~C~omm-=o~n~mals of the Woods 
Elephants - --
Shep, .:!ill&. ~ Dog 
Animal Stories. JH; 6 filmstrips; color. 
Rings, the Raccoon 
The tazyhBear Cub Bri:i's , t ~d"SCi'uirrel 
l~s. CaCkies-Becomes a Good Citizen 
HoP'Px, 2 Rabbit --
The Adventure 21. M ~ His Dog 
Beginning Nature Study Series. SVE; 7 filmstrips; color. 
Birds of Our Community 
Bird and AnTmal Babies 
Farm Animals and Pets 
HO"iiies of Birds--
Animalsof the Zoo 
~ackiard-ynsects--
wiid Flowers Everyone Should ~ 
Birds--How They Live ~ Help Us. SVE; 5 filmstrips; color. 
'B'I'rds of Our Ponds and J.II arshes 
Birds O:f the Forests--and Its Borders 
Birds of '£ii'e Ocean, ItSBeaches and Salt Marshes 
Birds !ha~ive Near-people 
Mlgra ti'Oil""" oTlrrr~ 
Farm Animals and Pets. SVE; color. 
A treatmen't"'''f the many kinds of animals that are 
found on the farm. 
~Farmer's Animal Friends. JH; 6 filmstrips; color. 
Cows on the Farm ___ ......_._ 
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SECTION II 
ANIMALS FOLLOW A DEFINITE PATTERN OF GROWTH 
hatch 
.from 
eggs 
lay 
NE\t.J' VOCABULARY 
SOME ANIMALS HATCH 
Some an~als hatch from eggs. MOther an~als lay 
eggs in many spots. Some animals lay eggs in nests. 
Some lay eggs in holes. There are an~als that lay eggs 
in the water . 
Birds and ducks hatch from eggs. Chickens hatch 
f'rom eggs, too. 
Name some animals that hatch from eggs. 
60 
them 
keep 
warm 
f'ood 
their 
eyes 
themselves 
cares 
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NEW VOCABULARY 
BIRDS 
Little birds hatch from eggs. The mother bird lays 
the eggs in the nest. She stays on them to keep them 
warm. 
The father bird gets her food. Sometimes he stays 
by the nest. Then the mother bird can go and get water. 
Soon the baby birds hatch. Some baby birds do not 
have feathers. Some baby birds have little feathers on 
them. 
Their eyes are not open. They cannot help them-
selves. 
The mother bird cares for them. Soon they get 
bigger. Then they can help themselves. 
62 
grasshoppers 
f'all 
winter 
spring 
plants 
grow 
skin 
snakes 
f'rogs 
NEW VOCABULARY 
GRASSHOPPERS 
· Grasshoppers lay eggs in the fall. They lay eggs 
in a hole. The eggs stay in the hole all winter. They 
hatch in the spring. 
Little grasshoppers come out of the hole. They 
find green plants to eat. They grow and grow. 
The grasshopper's skin will not grow bigger. A 
new skin grows under the old skin. Then the old skin comes 
open. 
The grasshopper comes out of his old skin. The 
new skin is bigger than the old skin. 
Some animals eat grasshoppers. Some birds eat 
grasshoppers. Snakes and frogs eat grasshoppers, too. 
64 
turtles 
dirt 
sun 
when 
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NEW VOCABULARY 
TURTLES 
The mother turtle lays eggs in the spring. She 
makes a hole for the eggs. Then she puts them in the hole 
by the 'vater. She puts dirt on them. 
She goes back to the water. The sun keeps the dirt 
and eggs warm. 
Little turtles come out of the eggs. The turtles 
stay in the hole. 
When the turtles can walk they come out of the hole. 
Then they go to the water. Many animals eat little turtles 
when they go to the water. 
66 
born 
parents 
calf 
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SOME ANII1ALS ARE BORN 
Animals that have hair do not hatch ~rom eggs. 
They are born. Their parents take care o~ them. Soon 
they can eare ~or themselves. 
Baby rabbits are born. A cal~ is born. His mother 
is a cow. Kittens are born. Their mother is a cat. A 
puppy is born. His mother is a dog. 
Can you name animals that are born? 
- - --=o-=~=======-==---
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NEW VOCABULARY 
color 
.·; 
BABY ANIHALS 
Some baby animals look like their parents. They 
are little. They may not be the color of their parent~. 
They cannot do what their parents can do. 
Animal babies grow. Then they start looking like 
their parents. They start doing What their parents do. 
Puppies and kittens look like their parents. 
Baby snakes look like their parents. Fish look like their 
parents when they are babies, too. 
Can you name babies that look like their parents? 
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butterflies 
caterpillars 
change 
these 
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OTHER BABY ABIMALS 
Some baby animals do not look like their parents. 
Baby. ~rogs do ~ot look like their parents. They 
look like little ~ish. 
The eggs o~ butter~lies hatch into caterpillars. 
The caterpillars grow and change. Then they are butter-
~lies. 
grow. 
These baby animals change many times 1-vhen they 
Then they look like their parents. 
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jelly 
tadpoles 
head 
swim 
i'ront 
:N'Ei'IT VOCABULARY 
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fROGS 
Baby frogs are not like their parents. 
Frogs lay eggs in the winter. Frog eggs are like 
little balls of jelly. There are black balls in them. 
When frogs hatch they are tadpoles. They do not 
have legs. They have a tail and a head. The tail helps 
them to swim. 
~ey eat and grow. They grow legs. The back legs 
come first. Then the front legs come. They come out of 
the water. Now they are frogs. 
74 
hard 
chrysalis 
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BUTTERFLIES 
Some butterflies lay eggs on plants. Caterpillars 
come out of the eggs. 
The caterpillars eat the green plants. T.hey grow 
and grow. 
A hard coat comes on the caterpillar in the fall. 
This coat is a chrysalis. 
The caterpillar changes in the chrysalis. Six 
legs grow. Four wings come. Then he starts looking like 
a butterfly. 
The chrysalis opens in the spring. Then the 
butterfly comes out. 
76 
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moths 
o:rf 
cocoon 
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B. Some animals are born. 
Blough and Parker. Animals ~ Their Young. See Picture 
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Moths hatch from eggs. They do not look like their 
parents. 
At first they are caterpillars. A caterpillar 
eats and grows. Then the skin comes off. It comes off 
again and again. 
When it is big it stops eating. Then it makes a 
cocoon. It grows in the cocoon. The wings and legs come. 
tihen it stops growing, the moth comes out of the cocoon. 
Bibliography for Section II-A. Pp. 26-29, 31-35. 
Craig, Gerald S• and Bernice Bryan• Science Near You. Ginn 
and Company, 1956. Pp. 16, 18, 20. ---- ---
Knox, et al. The Wonderworld of Science - Two; See Picture 
Bibliography f'or Section II-A. Pp. 127-31. 
c. Some animal babies are like their parents. 
Beauchamp, Crampton, and Gray. · All "Around Us. See Picture 
Bibliography for Section I. -pp. 8-16. --
----~-· Look and -Learn. See Picture Bibliography for 
Section-!; -pp. lO-ll, 13. 
Craig and Bryan. Science Near You. See Picture Bibliog-
raphy for Section II-B:--Fp:-!6-22. 
Craig and Lembach. Science Everyyrhere. See Picture 
Bibliography for Section I. P:~ 59. 
. . 
Dowling, et ~· T.he New See~ ~Y· See Picture Bibliog-
raphy-ror Section-ri-A. • 7-69. 
Frasier, George, Helen MacCracken, and Donald Decker. 
Finding Answers. The L.W. Singer Company, Inc., 1955. 
P. 238. 
----~-· Seeing -New Things. ·see Picture Bibliography for 
Section II-A.--pp. 153-59. 
. . 
• We Look and -Listen. See Picture Bibliography f'or 
---s'"""e-ctionrr::ir; -pp. 11o-11. 
Schneider, Herman and Nina. · Science f'or Here · and Now. D.c. 
Heath and Company, 1955. Pp. _169-;172-73.----
Smith, Victor and Katherine Clark. Along ~Way. J.B. 
Lippincott Company, 1951. P. 120. 
D. Some animal babies are not like their parents. 
Baker, Arthur, Grace Maddux, and Helen Warrin. Around~ 
so 
- - --.~~==========~ 
-
Corner. Rand 11cNally and Companyt 195.5. Pp. 11 
(butterfly cycle), 12 (frog cycle). 
Beauchamp, Crampton, and Gray. · All Around Us. See Picture 
Bibliography for Section I. -p; 13 (motn-cycle). 
Dowling, et ~· The New Seei~ 1~y. See Picture Bibliog-
raphy:for Section-ri-A. ~. 0-71 (frog cycle), 74-75 
(moth life cycle). 
Frasier, George, Helen ·MacCracken, and Donald Decker. 
~loring Together. The L. W. Singer Company, Inc., 5. Pp. 70-73 (moth and butterfly cycle). 
----~-· Seei~ · New Things. See Picture Bibliography for 
Section It=A.--pp. 8!;89 (but terfly cycle). 
. . 
• ~Look~ Listen. See Picture ·Bibliography for 
---,.s~"'""e-ction I!=A. Pp. io4-o6 (moth cycle), 107-08 (butter-
fly cycle), 112-13 (frog and moth cycles). 
. . 
Knox, et al. The Wonderworld of Science - Two. See 
Pictur; Bibirograpny for Section II-A. P. 122 (~rog 
cycle) • 
• The Wonderworld of Science - Five. See Picture 
----B~i~o~liography for SectiOn II-A. Pp. 184-85 (butterfly 
and moth cycle). . 
Thurber, \"falter. Exploring Science - One. ·Allyn and Bacon, 
Inc., 1955. Pp. 4-15 {butterfly cycle). 
. . 
• Exploring Science - Three. See Picture 
----B~ib~liography for Section II-A. P. 170 (frog cycle). 
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EXERCISE 
Draw a line ~rom the sentences on the left to the pictures on 
the right that go with them: 
I hatched ~rom eggs . 
I was born. 
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EXERCISE 
Put the number of the baby animal on top of his parent: 
1 ~ ( ) 
3 
4-
5 
( ) 
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EXERCISE 
Number the pictures the way the butterfly grows: 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
Number the pictures the way the frog grows: 
( ) c ) ( ) 
( ) 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Collect frog or toad eggs and observe their development. 
Frog and toad eggs may be found in the spring. Frog 
eggs are laid in bunches; toad eggs are in long 
strings. Both may be scooped up from ponds or quiet 
waters. Bring only a few eggs. Keep them in a glass 
jar and observe them. Put water Plants with the 
water· from the pond in it. If "there are no fish in 
the aquarium, this may be used. The young tadpoles 
will eat the plants. As they grow, they will also eat 
bits of hard-boiled egg. 
2. Nake charts of Animals That Are Born and Animals That 
Are Hatched. Let the children draw or paste pictures 
for each chart. 
3. Help the children to find pictures of mother animals and 
their babies. Put them on the bulletin board or let 
them make individual booklets. 
4. Make charts of Mother Animals and Babies Like Them and 
!~ther . Animals and Babies Not Like Them. Children 
may paste pictures of these concepts or use books to 
draw babies like their parents and unlike their 
parent·s. Children could also make individual drav-Tings 
instead of the charts. 
5. Direct the children in drawing picture strips that show 
animals in the different stages of growing up. 
Example: Frog- eggs, · tadpole, tadpole with hind legs, 
tadpole with four legs, frog. 
6. While discussing the concept concerning the baby animals' 
increasing ability to do things as they grow: 
Encourage pupils to discuss themselves. Make a list 
of the things that they say they can do now but could 
not do as babies. Have them discuss what they want to 
learn to do when they are bigger. 
7. Use clay to model animals and their young. Encourage 
the children to model baby animals being carried by 
their mother, two animals standing together, or two 
animals lying together. 
---
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SUPPLEMENTARY BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Austin,~Margot. ·Effelli. E.P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 
19¥. ~1.75. 
Amusing story about a baby elephant. Illustrations. 
Blough, Glenn 01. and Bertha Parker. Animals and Their 
Yo~. Row, Peterson and Company, 1954. ~8. 
eautiful -color pictures of mother and baby animals. 
Primary text. . 
----~~· The Birds in the Big Woods. Row, Peterson and 
Company, 1956. ~8:--
Pr~ary text and color pictUres of birds and their 
eggs found in the wooded areas. 
Bridgman, Betty and Elizabeth Jones. Lullaby for ~. 
The I1acmillan Company, 1957• $1.75 (boardr;-$2.25 (library cloth). · 
Story about tiny eggs in the nest. 
Bronson; Wilfrid. Turtles. Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
Inc., 1945. 
A simple book to delight and inform. 
Brown, Margaret w. T.he . Sleepy Little Lion. Harper and 
Brothers, 1947. $2.25. ----
Illustrative photographs enhance this simple story 
of a baby lion. 
Buff 1 1:-fury (Marsh) and Conrad. Dash and Dart. The Viking . 
Press, Inc., 1942. $2.75. -----------
Simple rhythmic sentences present the first year in 
the life of two fawns. Illustrations. 
----~~· H$rr~, Skurry, ~Flurry. The Viking Press, Inc., 
1954. 2. 5. 
Three small squirrels grow through the seasons. 
Birds, bears, a porcupine, mountain lion, and other 
creatures of the wood are included. 
Delafield, Clelia. Mrs. ·Mallard • s DUcklings. Lothrop·, Lee 
and Shepherd Company, Inc., 1946. $2.00. 
The life of a mallard duck is told from the time of 
nesting to the flight south as winter begins. 
Earle, Olive. Birds and Their Nests. William Morrow and 
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Company, 1952. 
Illustrated material on birds~ their eggs~ and nests • 
• - Robins · in the Garden. William MOrrow and Company, 
--t:"i9~5,.3. $2.00.--
Easy-to-read factual account ofa pair of robins and 
their family: building of the nest, hatching of eggs, 
care of fledglings~ and migration in the fall. 
Fenton, Carroll Lane. Wild Folk at the Pond. John Day 
Company, Inc., 1947:--1'2-:r;:----
An account of turtles and snakes and their friends 
and foes. 
Hegner, Dorothy Childs. Barnyard Family. Oxford University 
Press, 1948. - $3.50. · 
How colts, · calves, kids, lambs, puppies, and kittens 
live and grov.r. 
Matschat, Cecile. American Butterflies and Moths. 
House, _ Inc., 1942. 
Pictures are valuable for the children. The 
information is useful to the teacher. 
McClung, Robert. Major, the St$2y 2£ ~ Black ~. 
Morrow and Company, 195'6. · .oo. · 
· The story of a bear growing up. 
Random 
Willi run 
----~-· Ruby Throat. $2.00. William Morrow and Company~ 1950. 
Accurate story of one year in a hummingbird's life 
with a picture for every page. The book includes mating 
nest building, hatching eggs, feeding the young, and 
the flight south for the winter. 
• Sphinx, The Stlr[ of a Caterpillar. William 
--T:MOr-r-row and Company, 9 9-;--
Picture story book of the caterpillar and its 
development. 
Robinson, Irene and w.w. ·Picture Book of Animal Babies. 
The Macmillan Company, 1947 • $2.75. 
Beautifully illustrated book of animals and their 
mothers in their daily activities. 
Schlein, Miriam. Big Talk. William R. Scott, Inc., 1955. 
Story of a littre-kangaroo who thinks he can do 
everything a big kangaroo can do. The bi~ kangaroo 
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assures him that he will do these things when he gro1...rs 
older. 
Schloat, \'Jarren G. The Wonderf'ul ~. Charles Scribner •s 
Sons, 1952. $2.~ 
Many photographs and a f'ew diagrams sho1..; the lif'e 
cycle of a chicken. Explicit directions for a number 
of ways children can prepare eggs for eating. 
Selsam, Millicent E. !;!d About ~and Ho1..; rey Change 
Into Animals. William R. Scott, Inc., 19 2. $2.00. · 
The author discusses how eggs hatch into chickens, 
birds, fish, turtles, lobsters, and ostriches. She goes 
on to creatures that carry· eggs inside the mothers' 
bodies--dogs, cows, ~rhales, and humans. 
-------• All Kinds of' Babies and ~ They Grow. William R. 
Scott,"'"'liic., 1953:" $2.00. 
Book . shows in text and pictures that some babies look 
quite a bit like the adults they're going to become. 
It also shows tha.t some babies do not look like the 
adults. 
Ylla. Big~ Little. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938. $1.50. 
Photographs of' twenty-eight animals and their babies. 
. -
Zim., Herbert s. Fro~s . !!:!!£. Toads. vlilliam Morrow· and 
Company, 1950. 2.00. 
The life histories and characteristics of these 
amphibians are presented with humorous and authentic 
illustrations. 
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FILMS 
!<],ventures 2£. ~unny Rabbit. EBF; 1 reel; black and white. 
Illustrates characteris t ics of mother cottontail 
rabbit and young in their natural habitat. 
~aby Animals. YAF; 1 reel; black and 1-1hi te. 
Focuses attention on resemblance of young to mother, 
parental care, and habitat of pigs, geese, deer, 
pelicans, skunks, raccoons, and opossums. 
Farmyard Babies. COR; 1 reel; color and black · and white. 
A variety of baby animals in a farmyard. 
Monarch Butterfly. EBF; 11 min.; sound; color. 
Close-up photography showing stages in the life 
cycle of the butterfly. 
Mother He~ Family. COR; 11 min.; sound; black and white 
and color. 
Shows the development of t he chick embryo and the 
hatching of the egg. Presents elementary concepts of 
reproduction and growth. 
Red Hen. BARR; 1 reel; color. 
--- ---Describes the way a hen lays eggs and incubates 
them. Also shows how she cares for the chicks after 
they hatch. 
Story of ~ Frog. ALMA; 10 min.; sound; black and white. 
~e life cycle and habits of the frog. 
The Frog. EBF; 10 min. 
- Life cycle of the frog including slot.v motion 
photography. 
FILMSTRIPS 
Bird and Animal Babies. SVE; Beginning Nature Study Series; 
~3~rames; silent with captions; color. 
Depicts the characteristics of a wide -variety of 
young bird and animal life and shows them at feeding 
time or at play. 
Butterflies ~· JH; Growing Things Series; 24 frames; 
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silent with captions; color. 
Dick finds a caterpillar on a milkweed plant. In 
the classroom the children feed it and watch it eat 
and grow. They see it change from a caterpillar to a 
chrysalis to a I~narch butterfly. 
Toads Grow. JH; Gro1v-ing Things Series; 25 frames; 
wi~aptions; color. 
Jack finds a string of toad eggs in a pond. 
them to school where the children discover how 
change to tadpoles and then to helpful toads. 
silent 
He takes 
the eggs 
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SECTION III 
~ABY ANIMALS RECEIVE VARYING DEGREES 
OF CARE AND PROTECTION 
- -- ~--=----=--
need 
protect 
move 
92 
NEW VOCABULARY 
ANIMALS WITH CARE 
Some baby animals need care. They cannot help 
themselves when they are little. 
Their parents protect them. They give them .food. 
The mother animals keep them warm. 
The mother animals help the babies when they start 
to move . They help them to .find food. · They help them to 
care .for themselves. 
When the babies get older they care .for themselves. 
94 
:NE\'1 VOCABULARY 
chicks 
===--
CHICKENS 
Baby chickens need care. The hen keeps the chicks 
war.m. She keeps them war.m with her feathers. 
The little chicks go with the hen. MOther Hen 
helps them find food. She protects them. 
Soon the chicks grow feather s. Then their mother 
will not need to keep them l.var.m. Now they can help 
themselves. 
Can you name animals that need care? 
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f'eed 
f'lies 
ground 
worms 
NEW VOCABULARY 
-96 
L 
f 
BABY BIRDS 
Little birds hatch out of eggs. They do not have 
feathers. Their parents feed them. 
Then they start to grow. Their feathers come. 
Then their parents help them fly. 
The mother bird flies down to the ground. She 
flies back to the nest. Then she flies to the ground again. 
Soon the baby birds fly to the ground . 
The mother helps her babies look for worms. She 
helps them care for themselves. 
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NEW VOCABULARY 
snails 
ANIMALS WITHOUT CARE 
Some baby animals do not need care. Their mothers 
make them care ror themselves. 
These baby animals can move by themselves. They 
can get their rood. 
Little grasshoppers do not need care. The mother 
lays eggs in the ground. She lays them by plants. When 
the babies hatch they have rood. They are protected by 
the plants. 
Snails do not need care. The mother lays the eggs 
on plants. vfuen the babies hatch, they eat the plants. 
Name some animals that do not need care. 
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OTHER ANIMALS WITHOUT CAHE 
Baby turtles hatch rrom eggs. The mother is not 
there when they hatch. They do not need her. 
When turtles go in the water, they can swim. They 
can i'ind water plants. They can catch little animals. 
The mother i'rog lays many eggs. She is not with 
the eggs when they hatch. She does not care ror the 
tadpoles. 
The tadpoles can swim. They care ror themselves. 
Sometimes animals eat tadpoles. Turtles eat 
tadpoles. These tadpoles do not live to grow up. 
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PICTURE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
A. Some animals need care. 
Baker, Arthur, Grace Maddux, and Helen Warrin• Down Your 
Street .;. Three. Rand McNally and Company, 1~­
pP. l-4· 
Beauchamp, Crampton, and Gray. All Around Us. See Picture 
Bibliography £or Section I. -pp. 4-S, 18; 20-22. 
Craig and Bryan. Science Near You. See Picture Bibliog-
raphy £or Section II-B:--PP:-!6-20, 88-91. 
----~- and -Etheleen Daniel. Science Around You. Ginn and 
Company, 1956. Pp. 96-97. ---
Frasier, !1acCracken, and Decker. Seei~ ~ ~s. See 
Picture Bibliography for Section I~A. Pp~6-99. 
. . 
----~-· We Look and Listen. See Picture Bibliography 
£or Section-II-A. Pp. 114-15. 
Knox, et al. The Wonderworld o£ Science - ~vo. See Picture 
Bibliograpny-£or Section II-A. Pp. 110-16, 130-31. 
Thurber. ~lori~ Science - Two . See Picture Bibliography 
£or Sec on I -A. pP. 146-51. 
B. Some animals do not need care. 
Beauchamp, Crampton, and Gray. All Around Us. See Picture 
Bibliography for Section I. ~. 19, 23;-
Blough and Parker. Animals and Their Young. See Picture 
Bibliography for Section-ri-A. Pp. 2~3. 
Craig and Bryan. Science Near You. See Picture Bibliog-
raphy £or Section II-B:--fp:-21-22. 
Frasier, MacCracken, and Decker. Seeing ~ Things. See 
Picture Bibliography for Section I!=A. Pp. IE2-66. 
• We Look and Listen. See Picture Bibliography 
--"':'fo_r_ SectiO"iiii=I:" Pp. 112-13. 
--~ . 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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EXERCISE 
Out out these pictures. Paste the animals that need care on 
one page. Paste the animals that do not need care on another 
page. 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Keep a record book with pictures drawn or pasted in to 
illustrate how baby animals get care from their parents. 
Encourage the children to find or draw pictures of 
baby animals finding food and caring for themselves. 
2. Guide the children in making two charts: one of anLffials 
that -need care and one of animals that do not need 
care. The children can paste the pictures on the 
chart or draw them. 
3. The teacher can guide the children in making a list of 
the ways that their parents care for them. A similar 
list can be made ' of the ways that animal parents care 
for their babies. 
4. The pupils may list and discuss animals that they know 
which are fed mother's milk and sheltered from har.m. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Brown, Margaret w. Wait Till the Moon Is Full. Harper and 
Brothers, 1948. ~2~ --- ----
A young raccoon waits in eager anticipation ~or a 
full moon when his mother Hill allow him to go out ~or 
the first time to experience all the wonders o~ the 
night. 
· • ·Young Kangaroo. Willirum R. Scott, Inc., 1955. 
----:.$=2:--. 25. 
The development of a kangaroo from birth to the age 
when it can live independently is told. 
Earle. Robins in the Garden. See Supplementary Book 
Bibliography-for-section II. . 
Freeland , Isabelle V. Animal Families. The Educational 
Printing House, Inc., 1941. 
Focuses on animals that care ~or their young and 
those who do not care ~or their young. 
Goudey, Alice E. Here Come the BearsJ Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1954. $2.25.------- · 
Tells how bears train their young, where they live, 
how they get their ~ood, and other habits. 
Hader, Berta and Elmer. S6uirrel~ ££ Willow ~· The 
Macmillan Company, 195 • $2. o. 
A true story o~ the author-artists• experience in 
raising a baby squirrel until he is able to rejoin his 
kind in the great out-0~-doors. 
MacDonald, Golden and Leonard Weisgard. Little Lost Lamb. 
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1945. · -- -
Story of boy shepherd who watched his sheep. Shot-Is 
his concern when a little lamb wandered away and was 
lost. 
McClung. 'uby Throat. See Supplementary Book Bibliog-
raphy or Sect1on II. 
----~-· Spike: The Stoly o~ a White-Tail Deer. William 
MOrrow and Company 1 952.' - - -A well-illustrated and simply wri tt·en story giving 
i~ormation about a ~awn and its mother in the woods. 
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• Stripe: The St$ry .2f !1 Chipmunk. William Morrow 
---a-n-.:od Company, 1951. 2.00. 
Simple text and colorful illustrations describe the 
life of a chipmunk from his birth in the spring to the 
following spring when he is grovm. 
McDonough, Reata D. Birds and Their Babies. Charles E. 
Merrill Books, 1950. ---
Many kinds of birds are shown with their babies. 
Explanations and pictures focus on the habits and 
habitats of the birds. 
Schloat. The Wonderful ~. See Supplementary Book 
Bibliography for Sec~n II. 
Webb, Addison~ Birds in Their HOmes. Garden City Books, 
1947. $1.95. --
A large picture book describing about fifty familiar 
birds. It tells where and how they build their homes 
and care for their young. 
FILMS 
Animals Growing ]2. EBF; 1 reel; black and white. 
Shows parental care and development or a young cal~ 
and a litter o~ puppies. The hatching or chicks is 
also shown. 
Baby Animals. See Films ~or Section II. 
Frisky, 2 Cal~. COR; 1 reel; color and black and vrhite. 
Shows parental care and development of a young cal~ 
as well as its relationship to a little girl. 
Pig Tales. FRITH; 1 reel; color. 
Tells how pigs are raised on a modern ~ar.m, kind o~ 
parental care they receive and how their young develop. 
Poultry .QB ~ ~. EBF; 1 reel; black and white. 
Illustrates ways some animals care ror their young, 
including chickens, ducks, geese, and turkeys. 
- -
~ Hen. See Films for Section II. 
Robin Redbreast. EBF; 11 min.; sound; black and white. 
Story of robin family from time of nest building 
until the young robins can care for themselves. 
Three Little Kittens. EBF; 1 reel; black and white. 
Shows activities and growth of kittens and the way 
their mother cares for them. 
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SECTION IV 
ANIMALS LIVE IN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTS 
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======r===if - -- ===-
NEVl VOCABULARY 
ants 
--- ...:.:·===-
\-THERE ANIMALS LIVE 
Animals live in many spots. Some animals live on 
the ground. Some animals live in the water. There are 
animals who live by the water. Some animals live under 
the ground. 
Elephants and cats live on the ground. Fish live 
in the water. Frogs and turtles can live by the water. 
Ants and earthworms live under the ground. 
ANIMALS IN TEE V/ATER 
Many animals live in the water. Frogs can live 
in the water. They can live on the ground, too. 
Fish live in the water. They cannot live on the 
ground. TheJ;>e are many fish. 
Snails and turtles live in t he water. They can 
live on the ground, too. Water snakes live in the water. 
There are many plants in the water. Animals in 
t he water eat the plants. Sometimes big water animals 
eat little water animals. 
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air 
moles 
tunnels 
short 
ears 
long 
noses 
lll 
NE\v VOCABULARY 
A"NINALS UNDER THE GROUND 
Many animals live under the ground. Earth~;orms 
live under the ground• They make holes in the dirt. 
Water can go into the holes. Air can go in the holes, 
too. 
Earthworms take dirt up to the ground. They take 
plants into their holes. 
:Moles live under the ground. They make long 
tunnels. They eat earthworms. They eat many little 
animals. 
MOles have short hair. They have little eyes. 
Their ears are very little. They have long noses. 
Moles can make many holes. 
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PICTURE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Baker, Maddux, and WaX'rin. Do"Vm Your Street - Three. See 
Picture Bibliography for~tron-Irf~A. P. S. 
Beau~hamp, Crampton, and Gray. Look and Learn. See Picture 
Bibliography for Section I. Pp. 16-17. 
Craig and Bryan. Science and You. See Picture Bibliography 
for Section I. Pp. 24-29.---
Dowling, et al. The New I Wonder \ihy. See Picture Bibliog-
raphy-ror-section-r; -Pp. 30-31. 
Frasier, MacCracken, and Decker. Seei~ New Things. See 
Picture Bibliography for Section ~A. Pp. 77-80. 
- -
Knox, Warren, et al. The Wonderworld of Science - One. 
Chl:trles Scrlbner 1 s"'Sons, 1957. Pp:-9-11£. 
Schneider, Herman and -Nina. Science Far and Near. 
Heath and Company, 1954. Pp. 18o:ub.-------
• Science For Here and Now. 
---""'B .... Ii5.-.liography for Section II:C: 
. . 
See Picture 
Pp. 168-69. 
D.c. 
S~ th and Clarke • Alo~ ~ vlat• 
for Section II-G.Pp. 20-2 • 
See Picture Bibliography 
Thurber. Explorin~ Science- Four. See .Picture Bibliog-
raphy for Sect on II-A. Pp. 196-200. 
l.l3 
EXERCISE 1~ 
Put a red line under the animals tl1at live on the ground. 
Put a blue line under the animals that live in the water. 
Put a green line under the animals that live under the ground. 
Put a black line under the animals that live on the ground 
and in the water. 
- -- ... - - -
---
ACTIVITIES 
1. Go to the museum to see models or animals in their 
natural habitats. 
2. Encourage the children to find pictures or places where 
animals live. Arrange the pict ures on the bulletin 
board. 
3. Guide the children in making individual booklets. 
Include in them pictures of dirrerent places where 
animals live• Children may copy captions as; Animals 
in the Water, Animals Under the Ground. 
4. Children may collect pictures or dirrerent animals. The 
teacher may provide some. They may classiry them 
according to whether the animals live on the land, in 
the water, on land and in the water, or under the 
ground • 
.5. Encourage the children to look for little animals on 
leaves and grass and bring them to school. The teacher 
can help them to try and find the names or the animals. 
6. Dig up a plant and look ror animals that live on the 
roots. Pull up rocks, bricks, logs, and other objects 
to observe animals. 
7. Explore to rind out the kinds or animals that we rind 
in ponds: 
Get two buckets. Mark one ~Water and the other 
Pond Dirt. Go to a pond. Get enough soil and plants 
from ~ottom or the pond to cover the bottom or 
the aquarium. Bring enough water rrom· the pond to 
fill the aquarium to the depth planned • 
.Anchor some or the plants, the number determined by 
how thick they are in the pond. Be carerul taking the 
plants rrom the pond so that the little animals or 
eggs attached to them will not wash orf. 
In a collection or this sort, one might get rish, 
tadpoles, insect larvae, leeches, and salgmanders. If 
one does not collect too many and has enou@L mud and 
plants, they will not have to be red. Return the 
animals to the pond arter studying them. 
-- ----== -----
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SUPPL~lliNTARY BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Blough, Glenn and Bertha Parker. Animals That ·Live 
Together. Row, Peterson and Company, 1'9»'. ~8. 
Pictures and text of animals that live in colonies 
as the bee, beaver, termite, and ant. 
--~~~· The Birds in the Big Woods~ See Supplementary 
BOok Bibiiography for-section II. 
Bronson~ · vJilfred s. · Turtles. Harcourt, Brace, and Company, 
Inc., 1945. $2.00. 
Much of the story of turtles, their kinds , habits, 
and adaptations is told through the large, clear 
illustrations. 
Gall, A.c. and F.H. Crew. Flat Tail. Oxford University 
Press, 1935. $2.50. --------
The adventures of a young beaver forced to flee from 
his burning home to find a home, food, and a mate else-
v.rhere. 
Hogner, Dorothy C~ Earthworms. The Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, 1953. $2.25. 
Easy-to-read information about the earthworm: how 
it eats, sees, hears , lives, and its importance. 
Huntington, Harriet E. Let's Go Outdoors. Doubleday and 
Company, Inc., 1939. $2.7>: 
Simple text about insects and small garden creatures. 
Photographs. 
-------• Let's Q2 to ~Brook. Doubleday and Company, 
Inc., l9S2. 
Excellent photographs and s~ple text describing 
animals of the brook and their habitats. 
• Let's Go to the Seashore . Doubleday and Company, 
---::;:-In-c-., 1941. - - -
Simple text and excellent photographs describe 
seashore animals and their habitats. 
Kissin. Desert Animals~ See Supplementary Book Bibliog-
raphy ror Section r. 
Parker, Bertha and Mabel 0 'Donnell. · Birds ,!ll Your Back:yard. 
Row, Peterson and Company, 1957. .48. · 
Stories and pictures of how birds live around us. 
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Podendor£, Illa. True Book of Insects. Children's Press, 
Inc., 1954. $2.00.--
Book about many insects: how they grow, where they 
live, a.nd what they do. 
Witty, Paul, et al. Gray Squirrel. D.c. Heath and Company, 
1950. --
Simple narrative text and photographs describe gray 
squirrels, their habits, home, and food. 
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FILMS 
Adventures £! Bunny Rabbit. See Films ror Section II. 
~ City. ALMA; 11 min.; sound; black and white. 
T.he complex society or ants is seen; habits, ~rork, 
and detailed activities are revealed. 
Birds !ll ~ Backy~d. See Films ror Section I. 
Coco's Garden Series. See Films for Section I. 
Common Animals 2f the Woods. See Films for Section I. 
Cow and Its Relatives. COR; 10 min.; sound. 
--- ---A~mestic cow and bull as well as a young calf are 
sho'Wil. in their natural rarm surroundings. Other 
roreign animals related to these are shown. Though 
the pictures are taken in zoos, good explanations or the 
value of these animals and descriptions of their homes 
are given. 
~ Animal Neighbors. See Films for Section I. 
Rikki--~ Baby Monkey.. EBF; 10 min.; sound; black and 
white. 
Story or baby Rhesus monkey and his parents; shows 
how monkeys drink, eat, and live. 
Three Little Bruins i~ ~ Woods. See Films ror Section I. 
Wonders !a ~ Desert. See Films ror Section I. 
\venders !ll Your ~ Backyard. See Films ror Section I. 
FILMSTRIPS 
Animal Friends Series. See Filmstrips ror Section I. 
Animals or the Pond. CurrF; color. 
Characteristics and habitats of animals of the pond 
are shown. 
Birds--How ~ey Live and Help Us. 
Section • - - -
See Filmstrips ror 
J.J.8 
-- ----== 
SECTION V 
ANIMALS ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES TO STAY ALIVE 
crat-rl 
f.' ins 
NEW VOCABULARY 
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ANIMALS MOVE 
Animals move in many ways. Many animals walk and 
run. Some animals hop. All o~ these animals have ~eet. 
Dogs and cats have feet. 
Some animals do not have ~eet. They crawl on the 
ground. Snakes and worms crawl. 
There are aniinals that ·s·wim.. Some swim with their 
~eet. Some animals S'\vim. with their tail·s. Some have 
~ins to help them swim. Fish have ~ins. 
Some animals f'ly. They have wings. The wings 
help them to ~ly. Birds can ~ly. 
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creep 
robins 
NEW VOCABULARY 
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\·JAYS TO MOVE 
Some animals have one way to move. Fish swim. 
Snails creep. Earthworms crawl. 
Some animals have two ways to move. Robins can hop 
and fly. Chickens can walk and fly. Snakes can crawl 
and swim. 
Some animals have three ways to move. Ducks can 
walk, swim, and fly. 
How many ways can you move? 
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NEW VOCABULARY 
ANIMAL HOMES 
There are many animal homes. Some animals f'ind 
their homes. Some animals build their homes. 
There are animals that make big homes. There are 
animals that make little homes. We build houses f'or some 
animals. 
Some animals mrure nests. Some homes are in tree 
holes. Some animals make homes in logs. There are animals 
that live under things. 
Some animals have their homes in the ~rater . Some 
animal homes are in the ground. 
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USES OF ANIMAL HOHES 
Animals use their homes f'or many things . They use 
them to care f'or baby animals . Some homes help the animal 
to get f'ood . The sp ider catches f'ood in his web . 
Some animals put f'ood ai-vay in their homes . They 
keep it f'or winter. 
Some homes keep the animals 1/orarm.. Some homes 
protect the animals. 
Narae some animal homes . 
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strong 
weak 
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BIRD NESTS 
Many birds build nests. Some birds build strong 
nests. Some birds build weak nests. Some bird nests are 
big~ Some nests are little. 
Some nests are in high trees. There are bird nests 
in the grass, too. Sometimes the nests are in tree holes. 
Some birds make nests in birdhouses . 
Birds use many things to build their nests. Some 
birds use feathers. Some birds use plants. There are 
birds that use hair. Some birds use sticks. 
Many birds do not stay in their nests lvhen the 
babies learn to fly. 
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or 
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NEW VOCABULARY 
BALTIMORE ORIOLE 
The Baltimore oriole builds a good nest. The 
nest is in a high tree. It is made of string and grass. 
Sometimes he puts horsehair in the nest. 
The nest will keep five or six baby birds. 
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DOWNY WOODPECKER 
~e downy woodpecker makes a good nest. He makes 
. . 
the nest in a tree hole. Sometimes he makes it in a post 
hole. 
Downy woodpeckers have strong bills. ~ey make 
. . . ' 
the holes with their bills. 
Little pieces of wood fall into the hole. The 
wood helps make a good nest for the eggs. The nest is 
. . 
good for the baby birds, too. 
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OTHER NEST BUILDERS 
The gray squirrel builds his nest in trees. He 
makes the nest with sticks. He puts plants in it, too. 
Sometimes squirrels live in tree holes. 
The meadow lark makes his nest on the ground. He 
makes it where the grass is high. The nest is made out 
o~ grass. It is hard to see. 
The house mouse builds a nest ~or his home. He 
lives in barns. He lives in houses, too. Sometimes 
he lives in the grass . He uses pieces o~ cloth ~or his 
nest. He uses paper, too. Sometimes he uses grass. 
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ANIMALS LIVE TOGETHER 
Some animals live together. Bees live together. 
Ants live together~ too. 
There are many ants. The black ants live under 
a dirt hill. They can go to many hills under the ground. 
They use tunnels to get to them. 
They carry dirt with their jaws. The dirt is put 
up on the ground. This makes the hill. 
There are many holes in the ant hill. The baby 
ants are cared for under the ground. They keep food 
under the ground. The ants are protected from other 
animals in their home. 
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beavers 
bite 
teeth 
mud 
bottom 
BEAVERS 
Beavers build houses on ground that is in the 
water. They live together. 
Beavers bite on trees and make them fall. They 
bite the logs off. Then they make them short for the 
house. 
They take the logs with their teeth. Then they 
swim to build the house. They keep the logs together 
with mud. They get the mud from the bottom of the 
water. 
Beavers swim very fast. 
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muskrats 
HUSKRATS 
Muskrats get together and build their homes. They 
make houses by the water. Sometimes they make them on 
the ground in the water. 
They make their homes out o£ sticks. They use 
plants, too. Their home looks like a hill o£ sticks. 
The door is a hole. The muskrat lives in the hill. 
Muskrats like to swim under t he water. They can 
go in their house from under the water. They use a 
tunnel. 
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f'ruit 
~'!HERE ANIMALS GET F OOD 
Animals must have rood to grow. Animals get rood 
in many ways. 
Some animals i'ind rood on the ground. Some animals 
eat plants . Some animals eat other animals. There are 
animals that like rruit. 
Some animals get rood in the water. They eat the 
rish. They eat the water plants. 
Man gives some animals rood. He gives cows and 
horses rood. Dogs and chickens get food from man. You 
can give some animals rood, too. 
tongues 
chew 
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HOW ANIMALS GET FOOD 
Many animals look ~or food. Some animals have 
good eyes to help them find food. Some animals use their 
nose to find food. Some animals use their ears to ~ind 
food. 
There are birds that use their feet to catch food. 
The spider can catch food in his web. 
Snakes have jaws that help them eat big things. 
Frogs have long tongues to catch food fast. The 
grasshopper's jaws help him to chew plants. 
There are animals that get food in many ways. 
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\-vHAT ANIMALS EAT 
Animals eat many foods. 
Some animals like plants. Rabbits like to eat 
plants. Caterpillars like to eat plants. Beavers and 
muskrats eat plants. Grasshoppers like plants, too. 
Some animals eat other aninmls. Birds like to 
eat worms. Cats like to eat mice. They like baby birds, 
too. Ducks eat many water animals. Frogs eat many 
little animals. 
There are animals that like meat. Dogs and cats 
like meat. Name other animals t hat like meat. 
f'armer 
exer cise 
clean 
f'eeder stations 
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CARE OF ANIMALS 
\.Je have to care for many animals. The farmer cares 
for animals that help him. He gives them water and food. 
He gives them a home. 
Pets need care, too. ~~ey need water and food. 
They need exercise. We have to keep them clean. 
We can care for animals, too. We can build bird 
houses. We can make feeder stations for the birds. 
Many farmers make ponds where plants grow. These 
plants are food for the water animals. They protect 
the water animals, too. 
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EXERCISE 
Answer Yes or No : 
- -
1. Dogs have fins. 
2. Birds can fly. 
3. Snakes can hop. 
4. Snakes can crawl. 
5. Rabbits have feet. 
6. Chickens can fly. 
7. Earthworms run. 
8. Ducks can swim. 
9. Fish swim and crawl. 
10. Cats can walk and run. 
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EXERCISE 
Fill in the right word: 
The spider can catch food with his 
-----· 
---------- like to eat plants. 
Birds like to eat • 
------
Many dogs like --------• 
The frog's _______ helps him to get food. 
Caterpillars 
meat 
web 
worms 
I 56 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Encourage the children to try dif'f'erent kinds o'£ :roods 
on animals in the classroom. Observe which they eat 
and which they do not eat. 
2. Have the children help in set ting up and making pet 
homes. Example: aquarium, bird cage, rabbit cage . • 
3. Encourage the children to find out what neighbors h ave 
done '£or animals as winter or spring approaches. 
4. Take a walk to look for new animal homes and animal 
activities in the spring. 
5. Make animal booklets with such titles as: Where 
Animals Live, What Animals Eat, and How Animals Move. 
Children may make individual booklets or make them in 
groups. 
6. l~{e a bird feeder station. 
One method: Mix peanut butter and small pieces of meat. 
Fill the holes in a log with it. Hang the log f r om a 
tree. 
Another method: Fix a tray so that it extends from the 
window. Keep it supplied with drybread crumbs; 
seeds, broken nuts, breakfast food, or hard '£at. 
The children should be encouraged to bring food for 
the feeder station. 
7. Collect and study empty bird nests. Make sure that 
the nests are abandoned. 
B. Have the children find out how many animals living near 
them are well cared for and how many do not receive 
care. 
9. Encourage the children to find or draw pictures of 
animals and the foods that they eat. These pictures 
may be arranged on a chart or the bulletin board. 
10. The children can make three separate charts of animals 
that eat meat, plants, and meat and plants. 
11. Put pictures of animals together that are alike in the 
way that they move. 
12. }fuke a collection of homes of animals . Write the name 
of the animal that made each home . 
13. Encourage the children to collect or draw pictures of 
animals that make homes in water holes , in the 
ground, and other places that the children can name . 
14. Catch grasshoppers . Keep them in jars for a while for 
observation. 
15. Let the children dig for earthworms . Keep them in 
cool , damp soil. ·An aquarium .with a glass cover 
makes a good cage . Put corn meal in the soil for 
them to eat . They also eat bits of lettuce and 
cabbage leaves . Put dead leaves and grass on top of 
the soil. 
16. Put material for nest building outdoors if the less on 
is studied during- nesting time . Pieces of yarn cut 
in eigli.t to tHelve inch lengths are particularly 
useful . 
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SUPPLEMENTARY BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Bailey, Carol-yh s. Little -Rabbit Who t'lanted ~\'lings. 
Platt and Munk Company, Inc., 1945. $1.00. 
Hunmrously moral tale o~ a little ·rabbit who is 
glad to return to his wingless state. 
Blough, Glenn and Bertha -Parker. An "Aguarium. Row, 
Peterson and Company, 1955. .4ff. 
Beauti~ul color pictures and text on things to do 
in setting up an aquarium; li~e in the aquarium. 
. . 
__ 'II:"""""'"\• Animals ~ Live Together.; ~ee Supp·lementary 
Book Bibliography for Section IV. 
. . 
Bronson. Turtles. See Supplementary Book Bibliogr:aphy 
~or Section IV. 
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Bibliography for Section II. 
Everhart, Frances and Hae McCrory. - How · Animals Travel. 
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Focuses on how people travel and the many ways that 
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Bibliography-rO:r Section IV. 
Hader, Berta and Elmer~ The Big ~. The Macmillan 
Company, 1948. $2.7s;--
A beautifully. illustrated book of' a great snov-1storm 
and o~ the hardships brought to the v-rild creatures. 
The book helps to remind us o~ how we can help furred 
and ~eathered friends. 
. . 
----~~· · The Runawals• The Macmillan Company, 1957. $2.50 \bOard), i3.00 (library cloth). 
About animals who must ~ind a new home when road-
makers arrive. 
Huntington •. Let 1 s Go Outdoors.· See Supplementary Book 
Bibliography ~or-section IV. 
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• Let's Go to the Brook. See Supplementary Book 
----~B~ib~liography:for-section fV. 
• Let's Go to the Seashore. See Supplementary Book 
----B~ib~liography:for-section IV. 
Kane, Henry B. lli£ World · Tales: ~ Tale of 2 . House, 
the Moth, and the Crow. Alfred A. Knopf', Inc., 1949 . .. 
---EXCellent phOtographs illustrate the ini'ormative 
account of the life of a white-footed mouse. 
Kissin. Desert Animals~ See Supplementary Book Bibliog-
raphy for Section f. 
McClung. Ruby Throat. See Supplementary Book Bibliography 
for Section II. 
Parker and 0 1Donnell. Birds in Your Backyard. See 
Supplementary Book Bibliography for Section IV. 
Pistorius, Anna. What Bird Is It? Wilcox and Follett 
Publishing Comp-any,~~ 1l.5o. 
Identification of common birds from colored plates 
and simple 1'acts about their habits. 
Podendor1'. True Book of Insects . See Supplementary Book 
Bibliography ror-section IV. 
Schlein, Miriam. Pui!''s House. Albert Whitman and 
Company, 1955. .75. 
Story of how Puppy searched for a home. 
Webb. Birds in Their Homes. See Supplementary Book 
Bibliograpny for Section III. 
Witty, Paul, et al. F_arm Animals . D.c. Heath and Company, 
1950. --
Photographs and simply written text present brief' 
information about kinds of farm animals, their 
characteristics and habits, and care given them by the 
i'armer. 
----~~· Gray Squirrel. See Supplementary Book 
Bibliography for Section IV. 
Zim, Herbert s. Golden Hamsters. William Morrow and 
Company, 1951. $2.00. 
Simply written, this book tells how to raise, breed, 
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and care ~or these unusual pets. 
----~-· ' Gold~ish. $2 .00. 
William MOrrow and Company, 1947. 
A well-illustrated guide to the most cor~non aquarium 
pet . Details on li~e histories, care, and diseases. 
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FI LMS 
Animal Homes . C-W; 1 reel; color and black and white . 
A variety or animals with their homes illustrates 
the variation in kinds or homes , variety or materials 
used where homes may be built, and how homes benerit 
the ~aals . Shown are red-winged blackbirds , ants , 
spiders , gallfly, mole, gopher, possum, and voatimundi . 
Animals and Their Foods . COR; 10 min.; sound ; color and 
blacFand white . 
To illustrate that animals are suited to eating 
dirferent foods , the rilm shows animals that eat plants , 
some that eat meat , and others that eat both. I t 
explains that ldld animals must search ror food and all 
animals need food to live and grow. 
Animals--Ways They Eat. EBF; 11 min.; sound; color and 
b lack and white . 
Shows in detail ho irT the body parts of animals are 
related to their eating habits . · Includes examples as 
mouth parts and legs of crayrish, teeth or lions and 
co-rrs , and tongues of butterflies . 
Animals--Ways 9iey Move . 
b lack and 1v: i te :--
EBF; 11 min.; sound ; color and 
Close-up, slow-motion, and fast- motion photography 
sho1i how animals move in water , on land, and in the 
air . Explains that an animal ' s movement help s it to 
get rood, protect itselr from enemies , find a home, 
move from place to place , and adapt to its environment . 
~ City. See Films for Section IV. 
Bear and Its Relatives . COR ; 15 min.; sound. 
---- --clear and interesting shots of raccoon, panda , 
kodiak bear, polar bear , grizzl y and American black 
bear. Fine view~ or animals wi th close- ups of teeth, 
hoors , and ways of eating . 
Chi pmunk and His Bird Friends. BF ; 10 min.; sound ; color 
and blackand whi te . 
Chipmunks and squirrels are seen stori ng their winter 
supply of .acorns underground while birds search for 
insects in a pine tree . They discover a bir d- food 
pantry which children have fixed for them. Many birds 
come to eat the food . 
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Coco 1s Garden Series. See Films for Section I. 
Conm1on Animals o:r _E.h£ Woods . See Films :f'or Section I. 
How 
-
Hm.; 
-
Animals Eat. YAF; 10 min.; sound. 
Explains the concept o:r ho1..r animals have become 
adapted for food getting in order to survive. Film 
deals -with special food getting adaptations as teeth, 
claws, beaks, poison mechanism, webs , and others. 
Animals Move. YAF; 10 min.; sound. 
Deals-with the way in v1hich animals have become 
adapted for moving about in order to get food and to 
survive. Points out the various uays in 1..rhich animals 
have become adapted t o move about and solve the 
problems of their environment. 
~ Animal Neighbors. See Films for Section I. 
Pig Tales. See Films for Section III. 
Rikki--~ Baby Monkey. See Films for Section IV. 
Robin Redbreast. See Films :ror Section III. 
Snakes . COR; 16 min. 
Illustrates habits, 
protection of snakes. 
poisonous snakes. 
locomotion, nutrition, and self-
Warns against four kinds o:r 
Snapping Turtle. EBF; 11 min. 
Li:f'e history of this reptile in its natural habitat. 
Story £! ~ Frog. See Films for Section II. 
Three Little Bruins !g ~ Woods . See F1lms :f'or Section I. 
Wonders in the Desert. See Films for Section I. 
Wonders in ~ Own Backyard. See Films for Section I. 
FILMSTRIPS 
AnLmal Homes. CurrF; 6 ~ilmstrips; color. 
Nests 
Caves 
BUrrows 
ffillow Trees 
Lodges 
Insect Communities 
Beginning Nature Study Series. See Filmstrips ~or Section 
I. 
~ ~ Animal Babies. See Filmstrips for Section II. 
Homes of Birds. SVE; color. 
~e nesting habits o~ birds show the variety o~ 
methods and locales which they choose as homes for 
their young. 
How Insects Get Their ~· CurrF; How Animals Get Their 
---Food SerieS; 20 ~rames; silent with captions; color. 
Shows how insects get their ~ood by chewing, biting, 
and sucking. 
Snakes. CurrF; Animal Life Series; 27 ~rames; silent with 
captions; color. 
Photographs o~ poisonous and nonpoisonous snakes. 
How snakes move, their skin, eyes , and how they help 
~armers . 
SECTION VI 
}~N USES ANIMALS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES 
clothes 
sheep 
-vrool 
zoo 
circus 
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USES OF ANIMALS 
We use animals f'or many things . Some animals 
are good pets. Some animals give man food. We get clothes 
from some animals . Some animals help us work. 
Rabbits and kittens are good pets. Cows give us 
food. Sheep give us wool f'or clothes. 
We like to see some animals in the zoo. We 
help some animals do funny things. Have you been to a 
circus? Have you been to the zoo? 
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PETS 
Many animals make good pets . Dogs and rabbits 
make good pets . Cats make good pets . Some birds make 
good pets, too . 
Pets need good care . They must have clean 
homes . They need good food. They need clean water . 
Pets eat many kinds of food . Find out what 
your pet eats . See how he gets water and milk. See 
ho't·J he keeps clean. 
1681 
,. 
butter 
cream 
ice cream. 
cheese 
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F OOD FROM ANIHALS 
We get ~ood ~rom many animals . 
Hens give us ~ood . We get ~ood ~rom many ~ish. 
Cows give us meat . They give us milk. Butter 
and cream come ~rom the cow ' s milk. Ice cream comes 
~rom the cow ' s milk. Cheese comes ~rom his milk, too . 
We eat the eggs that hens lay. We get milk 
~rom goats . 
Pigs give us meat . We get many kinds o~ meat 
~rom pigs . 
Name other animals that give ~ood . 
17.0 
silkworms 
threads 
silk 
fur 
leather 
shoes 
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QLOTHES FROM ANIMALS 
We get clothes rrom some animals. 
Sheep give us wool. The rar.mer takes the wool 
orr the sheep in the spring. The sheep grow new wool 
by the ra11. 
Silkworms give us threads ror silk. There are 
animals that give us rur. We have many clothes made or 
rur. 
The leather ror our shoes comes rrom animals, too. 
Many animals have strong skins. The skin or horses and 
cows makes leather. The skin of pigs makes leather, 
too. Many things are made rrom leather. 
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pull 
sleds 
killing 
small 
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17"3" 
ANINALS CAN vlORK 
Some an~als help us work. Horses pull things 
~or us . They help the ~ar.mer . 
Dogs pull sleds sometimes . Some dogs help the 
farmer ldth the sheep. Some dogs help us when we 
cannot see . 
Birds eat little animals where plants grow. 
This keeps the animals ~rom killing the p lants . 
Some snakes catch many small an~al s . They 
keep the little an~nals ~rom eating good plants . 
Name other ways that animals can help us . 
114 
saf'ely 
trade 
buy 
men 
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THE ZOO AND CIRCUS 
There are many animals in the zoo. We can look 
at them safely. 
Animals get into the zoo many ways. Some zoos 
trade animals with other zoos. Sometimes zoos buy 
animals from other zoos. Some baby animals are born in 
the zoo. Sometimes men give animals to the zoo. 
Elephants and tigers are in the zoo. Name some 
animals in the zoo. 
We help some animals do funny things. They do 
funny things in the circus. Can you name some circus 
animals? 
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• The Wonderv-mrld -of Science - Three. Charles 
----s~c-r-ibnerts Sons, l9SO.--P. 99. 
Smith and Clarke. Around -the Clock. See Picture Bibliog-
raphy for Section V-n.--pp. 141-43. 
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Beauchamp, Crampton, and Gray. Look and Learn. See Picture 
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and Company, 1951. 1.£ ire book:---
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EXERCISE 
Draw beside each animal some things that we get from them: 
EXERCISE 
Draw a line from the words on the left to the words on the 
right to make a good sentence: 
Rabbits pull sleds. 
Horses can the cow's milk. 
Pets need are in the zoo. 
Some tigers make good pets. 
Cheese comes from help us work. 
Dogs can good care. 
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ACTIVITIES 
1. Collect pictures o~ ~ood obtained from animals such as 
milk, eggs, and m~at . Make a chart or a booklet 'toJi th 
the pictures . 
. ,
Encourage pet care in the classroom. Pets that ' may be 
kep t ·are gold~ish, turtles , hamsters , bunnies , white 
mice , and parakeets • 
3. Encourage the children to tell stories of their pets 
and how they are cared for in the home . 
4. Make a picture movie o~ the life story o~ a pet. The 
children could draw the pictures on a long strip o~ 
brown paper . Fasten the strip to lengths of broom 
handles. These rollers may be placed in a box · so 
that the children can roll them back and ~orth. 
Encourage pupils to describe the pictures and tell 
the story to the class . 
5. Make a picture collection or drawings o~ di~ferent 
shelters that a ~armer pr ovides for his animals . 
6. Make animals that help us out of various materials . 
Directions for making certain kinds ·or animals are 
found in Ser.tion VII of this manual. 
1. Make a picture list of clothes that we get from animals . 
8. Take a trip to a zoo i f one is available . 
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Barr, 9atherine . Sammt Seal ~ ·~ Circus . 
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. . 
Oxford 
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because he allowed them to escape . 
Benchley, Belle F. Shirley Visits ~ ~· Little , Brown 
and Company, 1951. 
Tells of' Shirley ' s adventures at the zoo; how to 
have f'un at the zoo; and how to be friendly with the 
animals . Children wi ll enjoy the excellent photography 
throughout the book. 
- . 
Bialk, Elisa. Tizz . Children's Press , Inc ., 1955. $2 . 50 . 
A delightful story about a. girl and her pony. The 
pony helps to make the family an important part of' 
their new cornrnuni ty. 
Black, Irma S ~ Pete , the Parakeet . Holiday HOuse , Inc ., 
1954. $2 . 50:--- ---
Boy understands a talking parakeet ' s need f'or love 
and attention. He finally gets to keep him. 
Blough, Glenn o. The 1-bnkey ·with a Notion. Henry Holt and 
Company, Inc ., 1946. $2.g:--
A story of' 1~ss Peasley ' s pet shop and what happened 
when Snicklef'ritz, the monkey, escap~d . 
and Bertha Parker . The Pet Show. Row, Peterson and 
-~a,...o-mpany, 1956. . 48 . -- -
Variety of' colored pictures and text about the kinds 
of' pets that one might have . 
• Useful Plants and Animals . Row, Peterson and 
-----=c~o-mpany, 1955. .48.-
Text might be too difficult f'or the children but 
there are beautif'ul · colored pictures of animals and 
plants that help us . 
- - - - and Har jorie Campbell . \'Jhen ~ QQ. to the ~. 
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Whittlesey House , 1955. 
Various animals : how 
are housed and fed , and 
needed to manage a good 
$2 . 50 . 
they came to the zoo , h01.v they 
something about the personnel 
zoo . 
Bridges , William. True Zoo Stories . William Sloane Asso-
ciates , Inc ., 1~ $2. 50. 
Fifty stori~s of Bronx zoo animal s ; photographs . 
----~-· ·zoo Pets . $2. 50.-.- William Vnrrow and Company, 1955. 
Simple , lively stories with appeali ng photographs 
of nine favorite animals in the New York Bronx zoo . 
Brown, Margaret 1rJ• Little Lost Lamb . Doubleday and 
Company, Inc ., 1945. $2 . 75.-
Familiar story of shepherd and ' his flock in a 
masterfully illustrated mountaiQbackground. 
Frisky, I1argaret . A GOat Afloat . Albert ~v.bitman and 
Company, 1942. - $1 . 50 . 
A pet goat drifts away in the boat which Patsy, Bill , 
and Peter built to sail on the creek. 
Green, Ivah and Alice Bromwell. Woo~~~ the Little Wood 
Duck. Abelard- Schuman, Inc . , 19 • ~. 25. -
---r little wood duck becomes the pet of Grandpa and 
the favorite of all the children in the neighborhood . 
Hader, Berta and Elmer~ Little App aloosa. The Macmillan 
Company, 1949. $2. 75 . 
This is a story of a ranch boy ' s training and love 
for his little Appaloosa, a spotted Ind~an pony. 
Harmer , I1abel . · The True Book of the Circus . Children ' s 
Press , Inc ., '195;;-- - - -
The story of the circus is told in easy print and 
vivid illustrations . 
Johnson, Eleanor . ~· The Educational Printing House , 
Inc . , 1941. 
Easy print and pictures that focus on the kinds of 
pets , care of pets , and the training of pets . 
Ki ng, Robin. Hundl Is ~ Dog. E. P. Dutton and Company, 
Inc . , 1956. . 
Hundl is a dog trained for rescue work · in the Alps . 
vJ.hen he fails in a rescue he is disgraced, but his 
master brings him. back to popularity. 
Leyson, Burr w. and Ruth Manecke . · The Zoo Comes 12_ ~. 
E.P. Dutton and Company, Inc ., '195'4:--~~2.95. 
Vocabulary will be too difficult for the children 
but they ·will enjoy the vivid photographs throughout 
the book. 
Lipkind , William and Nicolas MorQ.vinof'f . Circus Ruckus . 
Harcourt , Brace, and Company, Inc., 1954. $2.75. 
Story of a boy and his dog who set off a long train 
of fireworks in a circus. 
Petersham, l~ud and Miska. ~ Circus Babx. The Macmillan 
Company, 1950. 
Mother Elephant and her baby worked with the circus . 
There are humorous incidents involving the elephant 
family and the clown family. 
Ro1-ra~d ~ Phyllis. George . $2. 50. Little, Bro-vm and Company, 1956. 
A: large dog adopted a faraily . He made trouble f'or 
everyone and they all thought he·should go , but George 
liked it there and it Has his home . 
Semrad, Alberita. The Zoo. Rand McNally and Company, 1951. 
A book about-zoo-animals and their ways . Vocabulary 
will be too difficult but the children will enjoy the 
drawings and photographs. 
Steiner, Charlotte. · Patsy's ~· Doubleday and Company, 
Inc ., 1955. $1 .50. 
It is easy to understand why Patsy 1 s mother did not 
think an apartment a good place to keep a _white mouse . 
Stewart, Elizabeth L. Patch, ~ Just Be ~1 Reilly and 
Lee Company, 1953. 
Amusing story of a little boy and his dog written 
in the vocabulary learned in the child's first reader . 
- -
Tensen, Ruth M. Come to the Zoo. Reilly and Lee Company, 
l9LJ.8. $2.00.----
A zoo book illustrated with appealing photographs 
and text limited to about forty words . 
Thayer , Jane. Mrs . Perrywinkle ' s Pets. vlill i am :r<Iorroi·I and 
Company, 19>5': ~~2 . 00. 
}~s . Perrywinkle was so delighted with her P.ets that 
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she let them run her life . Her pets were two cats and 
a beagle . Good for reading aloud. 
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Ali and His ~aby Camel . · ATLANTIS; 11 min. ; sound; color 
- and biic and white . 
Depicts relationship between a boy and his pet camel ; 
shows the kind or work perfo1~ed by the camel in the 
desert . 
Animals £.£. !!?& Zoo . EBF; 1 reel; black and "t-rhite . 
Portrays a variety of wild animals and permits close 
observation or their appearance and habits . 
Bills ' s Useful Insects . 
lack and white . 
TOM; 11 min.; sound; color and 
A nine year old boy with simple equipment captures 
dragonflies , mantises and the like. He discovers that 
they are harmless to man and hel pful in the struggle 
against human and plant pes ts . He releases them 
eventually. 
Bird Control. ALMA. ; 11 min.; sound ; bl ack and 1-rhite . 
- Small songbirds contribute more to our society than 
pretty sounds . They police our blossoms and fruits 
and rid orchards of destructive insects . 
Care or Pets. EBF; 1 reel; black and white . 
- -shO'VS how to care for pets such as rish, a. canary, 
cat , and puppy. 
Cm-r and Its Relatives . See Films for Section IV. 
----- - ~ 
Day ~ the ~· NY ZOOL; 9 min.; sound. 
John Kieran narr ates this rilm about the J3%ionx. zoo . 
Elephants . EBF; 11 min.; sound. 
The sett i ng of this film is a farm where elephants 
are trained as circus perrormers . A part or the 
process of training them for circus acts is depicted . 
. . 
Farm Animals . EBF; 1 reel ; black and white . 
Attention is rocused on way the farmer cares for 
h i s animals and their value to him. 
Frisky, ~ ~. See Films ror Section III. 
How Animals Hel p Us . McGH; 11 min.; sound; black and white . 
Discusses the many ways in 'tvhich animals are useful 
to man. 
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~ Animals Help .!!§_. YAF; 16 mm. ; sound. 
How 
-
Focuses on the different ways in which animals can 
help us . 
Birds Hel P Us . COR; 11 min. ; sound ; black and white 
and color . 
J ack believes that all birds ar e pests like the crows 
in his garden. Looking around, he observes that they 
help us in many ways such as providing us with f'ood 1 
destroying harmful insects and rodents , eating weed seed~ 
and giving us p l easure with their bright colors and 
happy songs . 
How Insects Help Us . COR; 11 min.; sound; color and black 
- and white . -
Bill learns about insects that are valuable because 
they destroy others that are harmful , i nsects that are 
f'ood f'or f'ish and birds , bees that make honey, 
silkworms , and others that are beautirul to observe . 
Seven Little Ducks . BF; 1 reel ; color and black and white . 
Focuses attention on way a g irl cares for a f'amily 
of ducks in the yard. 
Shep, the ~Dog. EBF; l reel ; black and white . 
-shows activities of a collie throughout the day on 
a f arm. 
Who ' s Who at the Bronx Zoo . PICT ; 10 min. ; sound. 
"WI'thtii'Elcaraera poking through the bars and behind 
the scenes of' life at the New York Zoological Gardens, 
the film portrays the vast selection of rare wildlife , 
care of' the animals , and feeding of' them. 
Zoo Babies . COR; 1 reel ; color and black and white . 
Attention is directed to the characteristics and 
habits of animals in a zoo . 
Ann Visits the Zoo . 
--- co l or . --- ---
FILMSTRIPS 
CurrF; 26 frames ; silent with captions ; 
At the zoo , Ann sees many common and rare animals 
including large animals, bears, mountain goats , and 
pets . 
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Beginning Nature Study Series. See Fi~strips for Section 
I. 
Birds--.!!2.1:£ Thez !4:Y.£ ~ Help .!!;! Series. ,_:,ee Pilmstrips 
for Section I. 
~ Animals ~ Pets. See Fi~strips for Section I. 
Snakes. See Fi~strips for Section v. 
~ Farmer's Animal Friends. See Filmstrips for Section I. 
Toads ~· See Filmstrips for Section II. 
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;SECTION VII 
•DIRECTIONS AND GENERAL 
SUGGESTIONS 
ARTISTIC EXPERIENCES 
1\ I 
I . PAPIER-l1ACBE 
Simple Animals . Make two long and wide coils of paper 
(newspaper or paper bags) . · Fasten all ends with string. 
Bend one roll into an arch. Put the second coil on · 
top of the arch to make a thicker body, a neck, head, 
and tail. Fasten the coils together at the top of the 
arch. Bend the neck, head, and tail into position. 
Add string and pasted pap er strip s . Paint division 
lines in the legs . Tempera or powder paint may be used. 
Vary the above plan by starting with three coils ; 
bend two into leg arches , slip the third coil between 
the tv-ro and fasten firmly at the top of the arch. The 
third coil will broaden the body and also provide a 
neck and head. Pad the head and body and reinforce 
all parts with pasted strips of paper . 
Strong, Fat Animals . These animals can be assembled with 
bvo very long coils and two or three crumpled ~vads . 
Place the ends of the two coils under the he§d wad and 
tie them to it . Then tie the coils to a neck wad (if 
neck padding is needed) and continue with the coils 
under the body wad. Go down and up with the coils for 
strong double coil front legs ; add a string belt at 
the stomach and continue down and up for the back legs . 
Continue the coils around the back and tie string 
lengthvdse around the body to keep the coils in place . 
Hollow Animals . Materials: hollow- cartons , tubes of 
various shapes and sizes . Small and large objects can 
be built up with paper wads and coils for contour . 
String, tape, and pasted layers will keep them in 
position. l 
II . WIRE SCULPTURING 
vJire Animals . By bending , curling, and twisting wire, the 
----cnildren can present vari ous animals . They can make 
lvictoria Betts , E~lori~ Papier-~ch~ (Worcester , 
Massachusetts : The Davis ~ess , nc ., 1955 ), PP • 40-50. 
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the animals look as i~ they are i n motion. This 
medium ~orces the children to think creat ivel y . · Gal-
vanized iron ~e is the most suitable material . Pliers 
may be needed . 
III . MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS 
Paper Animals . Children can make folded animals out o~ 
paper . Patter ns in this type o~ construction must be 
such that they can be ~olded at the top , Fol d the 
paper in hal~ . Draw the pattern on sti~f paper so that 
the top part is on the ~old. Draw a square base o~ 
about one inch. Ke ep the paper ~olded and cut through 
both pieces o~ paper at one time . Fold bottom tabs so 
that the line is · on the outside o~ the crease. Color 
or paint details . Paste the tabs one over the other . 
Hold tabs together until dry. 
Cork Animals . Ivlater ia.l s : bottle corks o~ various sizes , 
scJ.ssors , round toothpicks , liquid wood glue 'or quick-
drying cement , th'tlunbtacks , sho't-t card paints . Plan the 
animal to be made . Select corks o~ the p~pper size 
and shape necessary ~or constructing the animals . 
Assemble the animal. Corks may be glued together with 
liquid 'tvood glue or a quick-drying cement . Make holes 
in the corks vJherever toothpicks are to be inserted 
~or arms and legs • Glue the toothpicks i nto these 
holes . Add paper , ~e lt , or ~eather decorations where 
needed. Glue these into place . Pai nt details on. 
Spool Animals . Materials : spools , cardbo ard, cement glue , 
show card paints , scissors . Draw the ~ront and back 
o~ the animal on the cardbo ar d; cut them out . Glue 
tne ~ront and rear view 0~ the animal to opposite ends 
o~ the spool. Color the animal . 
Nut and Shell Animals . Materials : walnut shel ls , scraps o~ 
- yarn, construction paper , thread, cement glue, sho'tv 
card paints. Crack the walnuts care~ully so as to 
obtain perfect half shells . Cut ears , neck, legs , and 
the like out o~ construction paper . The neck and legs 
2Manfred Keiler , Art in the School room (Lincoln : 
University o~ Nebraska Press;-19Sl), PP • 187- 88 . 
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should be cut long enough · to tuck under the shell . 
Glue the paper ears , legs , and heads to the shells . 
Add yarn tails to mice . Glue -whiskers of thread on 
each side of the mouse t s nose . Use show card paints 
to color eyes, turtle shell , and other parts . -This 
method is especially good for mice and turtles . 3 
3Frank MOore , Carl Hamburger, and Anna- Laura 
Kingzett , Handcrafts for Elementary Schools (Boston : D. C. 
Heath and Company, 1953), PP• 73-126. 
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CARE OF LIVING THINGS IN THE CLASSROOM 
The children should be taught how to care for 
animals. The following points should be stressed: 
Quarters. Provide roomy and comfortable quarters 
for the animals. Cages of screen, hardwea.r 
cloth, or other material should be provided for 
mammals and birds. The cages should be cleaned 
daily • Sta.tionary containers f'or food and 
water should be provided. Line them with news-
papers or other material that may be destroyed. 
Provide straw or comfortable boxes f'or mammals 
to sleep on. Mammals shoUld not be kept 
indoors for more than a day or two at a time. 
Water. Provide fresh water for the animals daily. 
Feeding. Remove the surplus food after the animals 
have eaten. Provide plenty of food because the 
animals .will not overfeed. 
Delicate animals, such as guniea pigs ~ should 
be fed twice daily and at regular times. Early 
morning and late evening are best. On Saturdays 
provide enough to last over Sunday. Cold-
blooded animals such as frogs~ lizards~ swifts~ 
and turtles do not require as much food as 
warm-blooded animals. Once a day is enough. 
A large feeding every other day is sufficient 
in most cases. Do not leave uneaten food to 
foul the water in the aquarium. 
Food. The diet . should be varied to prevent weakness 
-and disease. The following food list has been 
suggested: · 
Snails: Lettuce leaves, aquatic plants, 
powdered meat, powdered cuttlefish bone 
Fish: Prepared fish food, chopped beef, 
particles of' earthworms 
Salamanders; lizards: Flies~ earthworms, 
chopped beef', liver 
Frogs: The diet varies with the kind of' frog. 
Insects, f'ruit flies, roaches, earthworms, 
larvae, chopped beef', small strips of' liver 
Turtles: Overripe fruit, lettuce, clover~ 
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carrots, strips o~ liver 
Snakes: Small ~rogs~ mice, lizards, bee~, 
liver~ chicken scraps 
Rats and mice: Table scraps, cheese, wheat-
~lour paste mixed · with milk, pinch o~ salt and 
lime, dried yeast, lean meat, lettuce 
Guinea pigs and rabbits: Plenty o~ succulent 
green vegetables · (at least body 1-veight daily), 
carrots, tU!'nips, apples, and apple parings~ 
apple cores, pear peelings, tomatoes (rabbits 
need twigs with bark ~or gnawing occasionally), 
water cress, wheat and oat shoots, clover, grasse~ 
dry grain, and sweet hay 
Hamsters: 6orn, oats; wheat, nuts and other 
seeds, carrots, cabbage, · turnips, lettuce, potato 
and le~y vegetable tops, prepared dog or ~ox 
pellets, table scrap~ (need le~y vegetables or 
~ruit parings daily)4 
4Beauchamp, Crampton, and Gray, Look and Learn, op. 
cit., p. 55; Wilbur Beauchamp, 1-fary Wiii'Iams;-and Glenn 
Blough, Discovering Our World- Book One, Guidebook (Chicago: 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1957), PP• 90-92. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Teachers of gifted children recognize the need for 
much more specific information concerning their needs and 
problems. 
Some suggestions for further research are: 
1. Try out the stories and exercises in this manual 
on the superior children in grade one. 
Determine their usefulness and value. 
2. Similar manuals could be made on other frequently 
found topics in first grade science texts. 
Examples are: Plants, Weather, Machines, Air, 
and Water. 
3. Make a handbook of background information for 
the teacher as she presents certain topics to 
the gifted. 
4. A similar manual could be made to be used with 
slow learning children in the first grade. 
/ 
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APPENDICES 
- PPENDIX A 
CUMULATIVE VOCABULARY LISTS 
ALICE AND JERRY SERIES 
a cluck going 
again coat good 
airplane cock-a-doodle-doo good-by 
Alice come got 
all could Grandmother 
am cow green 
and cried 
animals had 
are day happy 
at did have 
ate do he 
away dog hear 
dolls hello 
ball door help 
bank down hen 
barnyard duck her 
basket here 
best eat him 
Betsy Lee every his 
big everyone hole 
b ird home 
blue far hop 
boats farm house 
bOW-1-J'OW Father how 
box fell hug 
boy find 
breakfast fish I 
broken fiSherman if 
Brown fly in 
but :for into 
by is 
garden it 
called gate 
came gave Jack 
can gay Jerry 
caps get Jip 
carry girl jump 
catch go jumped 
city Goat just 
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ALICE AND JERRY SERIES 
(continued ) 
kittens one something 
open splash 
lady out started 
laughed stay 
like Pauline stopped 
liked pear store 
little pennies surprise 
lived penny 
look pet talk 
looked pig thank 
p lay that 
Mac played the 
make please then 
:Ma-ma pony t here 
man pretty they 
many puddle this 
:Hay Puppy three 
me put t o 
mend too 
Mender quack took 
me-vr toys 
money rabbit train 
moo rain trees 
morning ran trucks 
M:>ther red tune 
Mr. Carl r ibbon t"tveet 
much ride tvJenty 
my river t'tvO 
rooster 
name run up 
nest 
new said very 
night saw 
no say v..ragon 
not see 'tvalk 
now sell walked 
she want 
of show wanted 
oh Snap was 
old so vm.ter 
on some wee 
once someone -v;ent 
what 
vJhite 
who 
v1ill 
v-rindo'tv 
wish 
'tvith 
word 
-vmrk 
yes 
you 
your 
ALICE AND JERRY SERIES 
(continued] 
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CURRICULUM FOU1\1DATION SERIES 
a dog home 
all doll hop 
• down horse am 
and duck house 
animal 
are eat I 
at Ellen in 
a -vmy is 
family it 
baby farm 
back fast Jack 
ball father Jane 
barn find Jim 
. 
\ big first .iump 
Bill five 
birthday for kitten 
black found know 
blue four 
boat friend last 
bOvl-WOW fun laughed 
boy funny let 
bump like 
but get little 
girl live 
came go look 
can good looked 
cannot good-by lost 
car grandfather 
cat grandmother make 
chicken guess man 
children maybe 
cluck happy me 
come have mel-r 
cookie he mother 
cow hello must 
help rrry 
Dick hen 
did her name 
do here new 
CURRICULUM FOUNDATI ON SERIES 
(continued) 
no said to 
not Sally Tom 
nolv Sally ' s too 
sat toy 
oh saw two 
on say 
one school umbrella 
our see under 
out she up 
so 
Patty some very 
pennies some thing 
pet soon wagon 
Peter splash 1..ralk 
pig Spot 1-mnt 
play stop wanted 
please street was 
pocket surprise 1r1ay 
pony Susan v1e 
... pretty 1-1ent 
Pu:ff tail were 
put take what 
talk where 
quack thank which 
that 1-rhite 
rabbit the who 
rain then t-rlll 
ran there vrith 
red they work 
ride this 
room three yellow 
run Tim yes 
time you 
your 
... 
air 
ants 
Baltimore oriole 
beavers 
bees 
bite 
bones 
born 
bottom 
build 
butter 
butterflies 
buy 
cs.lf 
care 
caterpillars 
change 
cheese 
chew 
chicks 
chrysalis 
circus 
clean 
cloth 
clothes 
cocoon 
color 
crawl 
cream 
creep 
dirt 
ears 
eartht-;orms 
eggs 
elephants 
exercise 
lffiW VOCABULARY 
eyes 
fall 
farmer 
feathers 
feed 
feeder stations 
feet 
f'ins 
flies 
food 
frogs 
from 
front 
fruit 
fur 
grass 
grasshoppers 
gray squirrel 
ground 
grow 
hair 
hard 
hatch 
head 
horsehair 
ice cream 
jaws 
jelly 
keep 
killing 
lay 
learn 
leather 
legs 
logs 
long 
meadow lark 
meat 
men 
mice 
moles 
moths 
move 
mud 
muskrats 
need 
noses 
off 
or 
other 
pap er 
parents 
pieces 
plants 
ponds 
post 
protect 
pull 
robins 
safely 
sheep 
shoes 
short 
silk 
silkworms 
skin 
sleds 
small 
snails 
snakes 
spiders 
spring 
sticks 
22:0. 
string 
strong 
sun 
swim 
tadpoles 
teeth 
their 
them 
themselves 
these 
threads 
tigers 
together 
tongues 
trade 
tunnels 
turtles 
use 
warm 
weak 
web 
when 
wild . 
Wings · 
winter 
wood 
woodpecker 
wol. 
worms 
zoo 
NEVl VOCABULARY 
(continued) 
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ALMA 
ATLANTIS 
BARR 
BF 
COR 
CurrF 
EBF 
FRITH 
HEIDENKAI'1P 
HOLST 
.:-!.PPENDIX B 
FIL:£1.1 AND FILMSTRIP DISTRI BUTORS 
Almanac Films ; 516 Fifth Avenue, New York 
18, Ne"t...r York. 
Atlantis Productions; P.O. Box 46216, 
Hollywood 46, California . 
Arthur Barr Productions; 1265 Bresee Avenue , 
Pasadena 7 , California. 
Bailey Films; Inc.; 6509 De Longpre Avenue , 
Hollywood 28, California. 
Churchill-l·Jexler Fil:gt Productions; 
801 North Seward Street , Los Angeles 38, 
California. 
Coronet Films; Coronet Building, Chicago 1 , 
I llinois . 
Curriculum Films , Inc.; Distributed by Educa~ 
tional Projections Inc ., 10 East 40th Street , 
New York 16 , NeH York. 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films , Inc .; 
5625 Hollywood Blvd~, Hollywood 28, California ; 
101 ~mrietta Street, Atlant 3, Georgia ; · 
1150 Wilmette Avenue, 112.3 t1entral Avenue , 
1iilmette , Illinois; 161 Massachusetts Avenue ,; 
Boston 16, Massachusetts ; 5745 Crabtree Road, 
Birmingham, Alabama ; 7Lj21 Park Avenue, -
Minneapolis 23, Hinnesota ; 202 Eas t l.jl~th Street, 
New York 17 , Nevi York ; 2129 N. E. Broad"t...ray, 
Portland ·5, Oregon; 1414.Dragon Street , 
Dallas 2 , Texas . 
Frith Films ; 1816 North Highland, Hollywood 
28 , California. 
Heidenkamp Nature Pictures; 538 Glen Arden 
Drive , Pittsburgh 8 , Pennsylvania. 
Kenneth L. · Holst ; 1399 ' North Lake Avenue , 
Pasadena 6, California. 
IF 
JH 
McGH 
NY ZOOL 
PICT 
RAM 
SVE 
TOM 
UW-CASTLE 
YAF 
Instructional Films, Inc.; Same addresses as 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc. 
The Jam Handy Organization; 2821 East Grand 
Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan. 
McGraw-F~ll . Book Company; Text- Film Depart-
ment ; 330 w. 42nd Street , New York 36 , New 
York. 
New York Zoological Society; 185th Street and 
Southern Blvd. , New York 60, New York. 
Pictorial Films, Inc.; 625 Madison Avenue, 
New York 22, NeH York. 
Rampart Productions; 2353 Dorris Place, 
Los Angeles , California. 
Society for Visual Education, I nc .; 
1345 West Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, 
Illinois . 
Tompki ns Films; 96~ Larrobee Street, Los 
Angeles 46, California. 
Castle Film Department , United World Films , 
Inc.; 7356 }1elrose Avenue , Hollyvmod ~-6 , 
California; 605 West Washington Blvd.; 
Chicago 6, Illinois ; 1445 Park Avenue, 
New York 29, New York. · 
Young America Films; Inc .; 18 East 4lst 
Street , NeH York 17 , New York. 
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